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Abstract
In the spirit of “The Fundamental Theorem for the algebraic K-theory of spaces: I” (J. Pure
Appl. Algebra 160 (2001) 21–52) we introduce a category of sheaves of topological spaces on
n-dimensional projective space and present a calculation of its K-theory, a “non-linear” analogue
of Quillen’s isomorphism Ki(PnR) ∼=
⊕n
0 Ki(R). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 19D10; 55U35
1. Introduction
Let R denote a commutative ring. Quillen has proved [6, Section 8, Theorem 2:1]
that there is an isomorphism of K-groups Ki(PnR) ∼=
⊕n
0 Ki(R) for all i¿ 0 where
PnR =ProjR[X0; X1; : : : ; Xn] is the n-dimensional projective space over R.
This paper is concerned with an analogous result for the algebraic K-theory of spaces
in the sense of Waldhausen [10]. We deDne a category Pn of “quasi-coherent sheaves”
on projective n-space and a notion of twisted structure sheaves OPn(j). If Y is a pointed
space, we can form the “tensor product” Y ∧ OPn(j).
Theorem 4.4.5. The assignment
(Y0; Y1; : : : ; Yn) →
n∨
j=0
Yj ∧ OPn(−j)
induces a weak homotopy equivalence
∏n
0 A
sfd(∗) → |hS•Pn| (where Asfd(∗) is the
version of Waldhausen’s algebraic K-theory of spaces functor using stably ,nitely
dominated spaces; and the target is the algebraic K-theory of non-linear projective
n-space).
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In more detail, recall that a quasi-coherent sheaf on the projective line over some
ring R can be described as a diagram
Y+
f+−−→Y f−←−−Y−
where Y+ is an R[T ]-module, Y is an R[T; T−1]-module, Y− is an R[T−1]-module, f+
is an R[T ]-linear map, f− is an R[T−1]-linear map, such that the induced diagram
Y+ ⊗R[T ] R[T; T−1]→ Y ← Y− ⊗R[T−1] R[T; T−1]
consists of isomorphisms of R[T; T−1]-modules.
In analogy to this algebraic description H)uttemann, Klein, Vogell, Waldhausen and
Williams deDned a homotopy theoretic version of sheaves on the projective line. They
considered diagrams Y+
f+−−→Y f−←−−Y− where Y+ is a topological space with an action
of the natural numbers N; Y is a space with an action of the integers Z; Y− is a space
with an action of the negative integers N−, and f+ (resp. f−) is an N-equivariant
(resp. N−-equivariant) map such that the induced diagram
Y+ ×N Z→ Y ← Y− ×N− Z
consists of weak homotopy equivalences. It was shown in [4] that the K-theory of
the category of these “sheaves” (subject to a suitable Dniteness condition) is weakly
equivalent to the space Asfd(∗)× Asfd(∗).
Note that in algebraic geometry the description of quasi-coherent sheaves on P1R can
be extended to higher dimensions: there is an equivalence of categories
quasi-coherent sheaves on PnR ⇔ certain diagrams of modules: (∗)
As for n=1 we can build analogous homotopy-theoretic gadgets on the right-hand
side and prove an appropriate splitting theorem for K-theory. At present, the au-
thor is not aware of an interpretation of “non-linear sheaves” on the left-hand side
of (∗).
1.1. Outline of the paper
In Section 2.1 we recall standard facts about equivariant spaces. Section 2.2 summa-
rizes the construction of iterated homotopy coDbres for cubical diagrams of topological
spaces; this material will be used later (Section 3.7) to deDne a “global sections”
functor.
In Section 3.2 we discuss the monoids we need to deDne projective space, introduce
the crucial construction of “inverting an indeterminate” (DeDnition 3.2.5) and prove a
technical result about Dniteness of equivariant spaces (Corollary 3.2.9).
The main objects under consideration are non-linear sheaves, introduced in
Section 3.3. Such a sheaf Y is a collection of topological spaces YA, one for each
non-empty subset A ⊆ {0; 1; : : : ; n}, and a structure map YA Y
b
−−→YB for each inclusion
of sets : A ⊂ B, subject to the following conditions:
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(1) the data given determines a commutative diagram of topological spaces;
(2) each space YA is equipped with an action of a certain monoid MA
(DeDnition 3.2.1);
(3) the structure maps are equivariant;
(4) the structure maps satisfy a certain homotopy sheaf condition (DeDnition 3.3.3).
The idea behind this deDnition is that if one replaces “monoid” by “monoid ring” and
“equivariant space” by “module”, and uses a “strict” (non-homotopic) version of the
sheaf condition, the resulting category is equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent
sheaves of modules on projective n-space in the sense of algebraic geometry.
The following Sections 3.4–3.8 contain the basic machinery. Section 3.4 exhibits
two model structures on a category of non-linear presheaves (diagrams as above sat-
isfying conditions (1)–(3)). These structures are auxiliary in nature and are not di-
rectly related to sheaves. Following that, we introduce the restriction of a sheaf to a
lower-dimensional projective space, and twisting sheaves (Sections 3.5 and 3.6). The
relevant observation is the following (Lemma 3.6.9): if Xi denotes one of the homo-
geneous coordinates in projective space, considered as a global section of the twisting
sheaf, multiplication with Xi induces a self-map of sheaves with cokernel given by the
extension by zero of a restriction of the sheaf to Pn−1.
These constructions are modelled closely after the corresponding algebraic construc-
tions. The “global sections” functor deDned in Section 3.7, however, is an ad hoc def-
inition which does not translate into the algebraic geometers’ global sections functor.
A similar comment applies to the notion of “spread sheaves” in Section 3.8. Both
constructions are used in the proof of the splitting result; in fact, the global sections
functor is used to give a homotopy equivalence |hS•Pn| →
∏n
0 A
sfd(∗).
Finally, Section 4 contains the K-theoretical part of this paper. Section 4.1 contains
a discussion of Dniteness notions for sheaves; this relies heavily on the formalism of
model structures and homotopy categories. In Section 4.2 we prove that the global
sections functor preserves Dniteness. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 contain the main result of
the paper, the splitting theorem.
Roughly speaking, the proof works as follows:
Step 1: Construct a Dbration sequence (Lemma 4.4.3)
K(Pn;{0})→ K(Pn) −→A(∗)
where K(Pn) denotes the K-theory of the category of non-linear sheaves, and K(Pn;{0})
denotes the K-theory of non-linear sheaves having contractible global sections. The map
to A(∗) is induced by the global sections functor. This Dbration sequence has a section
up-to-homotopy, hence there is a weak equivalence A(∗)× K(Pn;{0})  K(Pn).
Step 2: Construct a Dbration sequence (Lemma 4.4.3)
K(Pn;{0;1})→ K(Pn;{0})◦1−−→A(∗)
where K(Pn;{0;1}) denotes the K-theory of non-linear sheaves having contractible global
sections of their 0th and 1st twist. The map to A(∗) is induced by the global sections
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functor applied to the 1st twist. This Dbration sequence has a section up-to-homotopy,
hence there is a weak equivalence A(∗)× K(Pn;{0;1})  K(Pn;{0}).
We continue in this fashion, until we reach
Step n+ 1: Construct a Dbration sequence (Lemma 4.4.3)
K(Pn;{0;1; :::; n})→ K(Pn;{0;1; :::; n−1})◦n−−→A(∗)
where K(Pn;{0;1; :::; n}) denotes the K-theory of non-linear sheaves having contractible
global sections of their 0th; 1st; 2nd; : : : ; nth twist. The map to A(∗) is induced by
the global sections functor applied to the nth twist. This Dbration sequence has a
section up-to-homotopy, hence there is a weak equivalence A(∗) × K(Pn;{0;1; :::; n}) 
K(Pn;{0;1; :::; n−1}). Now it turns out that the Dbre of this sequence is contractible (Lemma
4.4.4). This is true since if a sheaf has contractible global sections for n+1 successive
twists, it is very close to being the trivial sheaf (it suspends to a sheaf consisting
of weakly contractible spaces). In this sense, Lemma 4.4.4 is the key to the whole
splitting result. The proof is by induction on the dimension n: we restrict the sheaf to
projective spaces of lower dimensions and show that all restrictions are trivial, hence
the sheaf itself has to be trivial.
Assembling the weak equivalences from steps 1 to n + 1 Dnally yields the desired
splitting.
2. Preliminaries
This section contains a collection of various deDnitions and results on equivariant
spaces and iterated homotopy coDbres used throughout the rest of the paper.
2.1. Equivariant spaces
To avoid some of the pathologies of set-theoretic topology we work exclusively with
the model category of compactly generated spaces. The main technical result of this
section is the construction of certain maps which are coDbrations of spaces but fail to
be coDbrations in the equivariant sense (Lemma 2.1.3).
Let kTop∗ denote the category of pointed (or based) Kelley spaces (or k-spaces) in
the sense of [3, DeDnition 2:4:21(3)]: a space Y is a Kelley space if every compactly
open subset U ⊆ Y is open (here U is compactly open if for all compact HausdorM
spaces K and all continuous maps f : K → Y , the set f−1(U ) is open in K). According
to [3, 2.4.24] this category has a model structure where a map f is a weak equivalence
if and only if it is a weak homotopy equivalence, and f is a Dbration if and only if
it is a Serre Dbration. All k-spaces are Dbrant. CoDbrations are retracts of generalized
CW -inclusions [2, 8.8 and 8.9] where we have to use the pointed cells n+. It follows
that all coDbrant objects are HausdorM. Colimits agree in kTop∗ and the category of
pointed topological spaces. Limits can be computed by Drst calculating the limit in
the category of topological spaces, then applying the “KelleyDcation” functor k. In
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particular, all smash products occurring in this paper will bear this modiDed product
topology. The category kTop∗ is a proper model category; in particular, the gluing
lemma holds.
A monoid is a (multiplicative) semi-group with identity element 1. A monoid with
zero is a monoid M with a distinguished element 0∈M such that m · 0=0 ·m=0 for
all m∈M . A map of monoids with zero is a monoid homomorphism preserving the
zero element. A topological monoid with zero is a monoid with zero which is also a
pointed Kelley space with 0 as basepoint such that the multiplication is continuous.
We can consider S0 as a monoid with zero, it is initial in the category of monoids
with zero. If M is a topological monoid, one can add a disjoint zero element. This gives
a functor M → M+ left adjoint to the forgetful functor (forgetting the zero element).
Suppose M is a topological monoid with zero. A right action of M on a space
Y ∈ kTop∗ is a continuous map Y ∧ M → Y satisfying the usual associativity and
unitality condition. Similarly, we can deDne left actions. If M happens to be commu-
tative every right action determines a left action and vice versa. Let M -kTop∗ denote
the category of pointed topological spaces with a right action of M ; morphisms are
M -equivariant pointed continuous maps. The following proposition summarizes formal
homotopical properties of equivariant spaces:
Proposition 2.1.1. (1) The category M -kTop∗ has the structure of a topological model
category where a map is a weak equivalence (resp. ,bration) if and only if it is a
weak homotopy equivalence (resp. ,bration) of underlying k-spaces; and a co,bration
if and only if it is a retract of a generalized CW-inclusion in the sense of [2, 8.8]
(cells are of the form n+ ∧M). Furthermore; all objects are ,brant.
(2) If M =G ∧ NM is the smash product of a topological monoid with zero G and
a discrete monoid with zero NM; the forgetful functor (G ∧ NM)-kTop∗ → G-kTop∗
preserves co,brations.
(3) If M is co,brant as an object of kTop∗; the forgetful functor M -kTop∗ →
kTop∗ preserves co,brations.
(4) If M is co,brant as an object of kTop∗; all co,brant objects of M -kTop∗ are
Hausdor>.
From now on, “topological space”, “topological monoid”, etc., will always refer to
k-spaces.
The category M -kTop∗ has a suspension functor Y :=S
1 ∧ Y with M acting on
Y only. Suspension preserves coDbrations, acyclic coDbrations and hence all weak
equivalences between coDbrant objects. Note that this is still true if “coDbration” (and
“coDbrant”) refers to the underlying maps and objects in kTop∗.
Proposition 2.1.1 implies that an object of M -kTop∗ is coDbrant if and only if it
is a retract of a generalized M -free pointed CW -complex. Let C(M) denote the full
subcategory of coDbrant objects in M -kTop∗.
An object Y ∈M -kTop∗ is called ,nite if it is obtained from a point by attaching
Dnitely many free M -cells (in particular, Y is coDbrant). It is called homotopy ,nite
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if it is connected by a chain (or zigzag) of weak equivalences in M -kTop∗ to a Dnite
object. By Dwyer and Spalinski [2, 5.8 and 5.11], this is equivalent to the existence
of a Dnite object Z and a weak equivalence Z → Y . If in addition Y is coDbrant, the
Whitehead theorem [2, Lemma 4:24] applies: Y is homotopy Dnite if and only if Y
is homotopy equivalent, in the strong sense, to a Dnite object. A space Y is called
,nitely dominated if it is a retract of a homotopy Dnite object. Finally, Y is said
to be stably ,nitely dominated if some suspension of Y is Dnitely dominated. The
full subcategories of C(M) consisting of the Dnite, homotopy Dnite, Dnitely dominated
and stably Dnitely dominated objects will be denoted by Cf (M);Chf (M);Cfd(M) and
Csfd(M), respectively.
Suppose Y and Z are objects of kTop∗ with an action of M from the right (resp.
left), we can form their tensor product Y ∧M Z ∈ kTop∗ deDned as the coequalizer (in
kTop∗) of the two maps Y ∧M ∧ Z → Y ∧ Z given by the action of M on Y and Z .
If Z has an additional right NM -action (compatible with the left M -action), the tensor
product Y ∧M Z is an NM -equivariant space.
The following lemma is an exercise in general nonsense; we omit the proof.
Lemma 2.1.2. Suppose f : M → NM is a morphism of topological monoids with zero.
Then M acts on NM via f from the left.
(1) The functor · ∧M NM : M -kTop∗ → NM -kTop∗ has a right adjoint NY → Y where Y
is NY as a topological space; but with M acting via f.
(2) The functor · ∧M NM preserves co,brations and acyclic co,brations. It maps weak
equivalences between co,brant objects to weak equivalences.
(3) The functor · ∧M NM maps cells to cells. It restricts to a functor C?(M)→ C?( NM)
where ? may denote any of the decorations f ; hf ; fd or sfd.
Let I :=[0; 1]+ denote the unit interval with a disjoint basepoint. If Y ∈M -kTop∗
is coDbrant, Y ∧ I is a good cylinder object for Y [2, DeDnition 4:2], i.e., the map
Y ∨ Y → Y ∧ I (inclusion of top and bottom into the cylinder) is a coDbration of
M -spaces. Using this, we obtain a functorial mapping cylinder construction Zg for
maps g∈M -kTop∗. It is compatible with all Dniteness notions (for coDbrant spaces)
and commutes with colimits.
We will also have occasion to apply the following technical result:
Lemma 2.1.3. Let G denote a topological monoid with zero. Suppose M is a dis-
crete monoid with zero; and t ∈M is an element such that right translation by t
(i.e.; the map "t : M → M; m → mt) is injective. Then for each Y ∈C(G ∧ M);
the self-map Y t→Y; y → yt is a co,bration in G-kTop∗ (though not necessarily in
(G ∧M)-kTop∗).
Proof. Let Q:=M \"t(M) denote the subset of those elements which are not a translate
of t. Assume Drst that Y is a Dnite generalized free (G∧M)-equivariant CW -complex,
i.e., Y can be obtained from a point by attaching Dnitely many free cells. Write
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Y = NY ∪@C C where C =k+ ∧G∧M is a free cell with boundary @C, and consider the
following diagram:
k+ ∧ G ∧M ←−−− @k+ ∧ G ∧M −−−→ NY
t
  t  t
k+ ∧ G ∧M ←−−− @k+ ∧ G ∧M −−−→ NY
We may assume by induction that the right vertical map is a coDbration. We claim that
the map from the pushout of the left square into its terminal vertex is a coDbration.
Indeed, the pushout and the terminal vertex diMer by a one-point union of k+ ∧ G,
indexed over Q, with attachment done over a one-point union of @k+ ∧ G, indexed
over Q. (This is true since right translation by t is assumed to be injective.)
In this situation, Reedy’s patching lemma [1, Lemma 3:8] asserts that the induced
map from the pushout of the top row into the pushout of the bottom row is a coDbration.
Hence the lemma is true for Dnite Y .
By transDnite induction, this proves the lemma for (not necessarily Dnite) generalized
free CW -complexes. Finally, if Y is a retract of a generalized free CW -complex Z ,
the map Y t→Y is a retract of the map Z t→Z . But the latter is a coDbration, hence so
is the former.
2.2. Iterated homotopy co,bres
The iterated coDbre functor  (sometimes called “total coDbre functor”) measures
how far a cubical diagram of spaces is from being homotopy cocartesian. We will
use  as a substitute for a global sections functor. The present section contains a
description of  and its basic properties.
De!nition 2.2.1. Assume C is a category. For any object c∈C let C ↓ c denote the
category of objects over c, and deDne C ↓ cˆ as the full subcategory of objects over c
without the identity of c. There is a functor j : C ↓ cˆ → C deDned by (a → c) → a.
If Y is a functor C→ G-kTop∗ we deDne the latching space of Y at c as
LcY :=colim
C↓cˆ
Y ◦ j
(cf. [3, 5.2.2]). Note that LcY comes equipped with a canonical map to Y (c) induced
by the structure maps Y (a)→ Y (c). Given an object of C ↓ cˆ, i.e., a morphism b → c
in C diMerent from idc, we obtain a map Y (b) → LcY since Y (b) appears in the
diagram deDning the latching space.
For a Dnite non-empty set N let 〈N 〉 denote its power set regarded as a category with
inclusions as morphisms. For all A ⊆ N we identify 〈N 〉 ↓ Aˆ with a full subcategory
of 〈N 〉.
Let C〈N〉=Func(〈N 〉;C) denote the category of functors 〈N 〉 → C. If G denotes a
topological monoid with zero, we have deDned G-kTop〈N〉∗ :=Func(〈N 〉; G-kTop∗), the
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category of N -cubical diagrams in G-kTop∗. If Y is an object of G-kTop
〈N〉
∗ we write
YA for Y (A) and call this space the A-component of Y .
The latching space LAY has a canonical map to YA. We say that Y satis,es the
latching space condition at A if this map is a coDbration in G-kTop∗. More generally,
if f : Y → Z is a map of cubes, we say that f satis,es the latching space condition
at A if the induced map LAZ ∪LAY Y A → ZA is a coDbration.
For 06 k6 #N deDne a functor
ek : G-kTop〈N〉∗ → G-kTop〈N〉∗ ; ek(Y )A:=
{
Cyl(LAY → YA) if k =#A;
Y A if k =#A;
where Cyl denotes the mapping cylinder construction, and ek(Y ) has the obvious
structure maps: for B=A  {i} ⊆ N , the map ek(Y )A→ ek(Y )B is given by the
structure map YA→YB of Y if neither A nor B has k elements; by the compos-
ite YA→LBY →Cyl(LBY →YB) if #B= k; and by the composite Cyl(LAY →YA)
→YA→YB if #A= k.
Let . : G-kTop〈N〉∗ →G-kTop∗ denote the functor taking Y to the strict coDbre of
the map LNY →YN . We deDne the iterated homotopy co,bre of Y as
(Y ):=. ◦ e#N ◦ · · · ◦ e1 ◦ e0(Y ):
Finally, we deDne the Kronecker delta cube /C (for a subset C ⊆ N ) as the functor
/C : G-kTop∗→G-kTop〈N〉∗ with /C(K)A = ∗ if A =C and /C(K)C =K .
Remark 2.2.2. (1) We will only be interested in (Y ) if all the spaces YA are coDbrant
in G-kTop∗. In this case, the following description holds: calculate the homotopy
colimit C of the diagram obtained from Y by deleting the terminal vertex YN ; there
is a canonical map C→YN , its homotopy coDbre is (Y ). The functors ej “make Y
coDbrant as a cube” which guarantees that application of . “gives the correct homotopy
type”. More precisely,  is a model for the total left derived of . in the sense of [5]
on the subcategory of objects with coDbrant components.
(2) Since both the mapping cylinder construction and formation of latching spaces
are compatible with smash products, the functor  commutes with smash products with
spaces. Explicitly, if Y is an object of kTop〈N〉∗ and K ∈G-kTop∗, there is a canonical
isomorphism of G-spaces (K ∧ Y ) ∼= K ∧ (Y ) where K ∧ Y denotes the cubical
diagram A → K ∧ YA in G-kTop∗.
(3) There are natural transformations ek → id which are weak equivalences on each
component. Explicitly, the A-component is given by idYA if #A = k, and is the projection
from the mapping cylinder of LAY →YA to YA if A has k elements. Moreover e0 ∼= id.
(4) The functor  admits a recursive deDnition. If we write N =M  {j}, we can
regard an N -cube as a map “in j-direction” of two M -cubes and compute the point-wise
homotopy coDbre. The iterated homotopy coDbre of the resulting M -cube is isomorphic
to the iterated homotopy coDbre of the original N -cube.
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The category G-kTop〈N〉∗ admits two model structures with pointwise weak equiva-
lences. The f-structure is obtained from [3, 5.2.5] if 〈N 〉 is considered as an inverse
category equipped with degree function d(A):=n + 1 − #A. A map of cubes is an
f-co,bration if it is a pointwise coDbration. The c-structure has pointwise Dbrations.
The corresponding coDbrations will be denoted by c-co,brations; explicitly, a map f
is a c-coDbration if and only if it satisDes the latching space condition at A for all
A ⊆ N . This follows from [3, 5.2.5] using the degree function d(A):=#A (which makes
〈N 〉 into a direct category).
Corollary 2.2.3. (1) The functor  maps an (acyclic) f-co,bration between f-
co,brant objects to an (acyclic) co,bration in G-kTop∗; in particular (Y ) is co,-
brant if Y is f-co,brant.
(2) The functor  preserves weak equivalences between f-co,brant objects.
(3) The functor  commutes with colimits.
Proof. For (3), note that the functors ek are compatible with colimits by construction,
Moreover, . has a right adjoint /N , hence commutes with colimits. To prove (1),
observe that if f is an f-coDbration, the map e#N ◦ · · · ◦ e0(f) is a c-coDbration. By
adjointness, . maps c-coDbrations to coDbrations. Application of Brown’s lemma [2,
9.9] shows that  preserves all weak equivalences between f-coDbrant cubes, hence
(2) holds.
Lemma 2.2.4. Suppose N is a ,nite non-empty set and Y is an f-co,brant N -cube
with trivial initial vertex. Suppose that all structure maps of Y away from the initial
vertex are weak equivalences:
(1) For all k ∈N; the iterated homotopy co,bre of Y is weakly equivalent to nY {k}
(where n=#N − 1).
(2) If Y has contractible iterated homotopy co,bre and the space Y {k} is simply
connected for some k ∈N; then the spaces YA are contractible for all A ⊆ N .
Proof. (1) Compute homotopy coDbres in k-direction as explained in Remark 2.2.2(4).
The resulting (N \{k})-cube Z is weakly equivalent to /∅Y {k} since all structure maps
starting at a non-initial vertex are weak equivalences and consequently their homotopy
coDbres are weakly contractible. Next, computing in ‘-direction (where ‘ = k), we see
that (Z) is weakly equivalent to the iterated homotopy coDbre of the (N \{k; ‘})-cube
/∅(Y {k}) since the homotopy coDbre of a map K→∗ is K . Continuing in this
manner, we obtain a chain of isomorphisms and weak equivalences
(Y ) ∼= (Z)  (/∅Y {k})  nY {k}:
(2) By part (1), the space nY {k} is contractible. This implies that Y {k} is con-
tractible since Y {k} is simply connected and coDbrant. Hence all components of Y are
contractible by hypothesis on the structure maps of Y .
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3. Non-linear projective space
3.1. A short review of projective spaces
Let R be a commutative ring. Algebraic geometers deDne the n-dimensional projec-
tive space over R as the (projective) scheme PnR:=Proj S where S is the polynomial
ring S:=R[X0; X1; : : : ; Xn]. Note that S is a graded ring with the usual total degree of
polynomials; indeterminates have degree 1.
There is another description of the scheme PnR: It can be obtained by gluing certain
aSne schemes. Let Si:=R[X0; X1; : : : ; Xn; X−1i ] denote the ring S with Xi inverted, and
let similarly Sij be S with both Xi and Xj inverted. The rings Si and Sij are graded
rings again (with X−1i having degree −1) and we can deDne Ri and Rij to be their
degree 0 subrings. There exist inclusion maps Ri→Rij ← Rj. Passage to spectra (in
the sense of algebraic geometry) yields
SpecRi ← SpecRij→SpecRj
and it can be shown that the scheme obtained by gluing all the aSne schemes SpecRi
for i=0; 1; : : : ; n along the schemes SpecRij is isomorphic to Proj S. Thus SpecRij is
the intersection of SpecRi and SpecRj inside PnR. We call SpecR
i the ith canonical
open set.
We can characterize the intersections of more than two of the canonical sets. Let 〈n〉
denote the set {0; 1; : : : ; n}. For A ⊆ 〈n〉 we deDne SA as S with ∏i∈A Xi inverted (i.e.,
with all Xi; i∈A, inverted), and let RA denote the degree 0 subring of SA. Then we
have inclusion maps RA→RB whenever A ⊆ B ⊆ 〈n〉. By applying the functor Spec,
we obtain a collection of subschemes of PnR, and for non-empty A ⊆ 〈n〉 we see that
Spec RA is the intersection
⋂
i∈A Spec R
i inside PnR.
The reader should note at this point that all the rings constructed from R are monoid
rings of a very special kind. Let N denote the natural numbers including 0 considered
as a monoid with respect to the sum. Then the polynomial ring R[X ] is, by deDnition,
the monoid ring R[N] with X corresponding to 1∈N (the generator of N). More
generally, we have
R[X0; X1; : : : ; Xn] =R[N ⊕ · · · ⊕N︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1 summands
];
where ⊕ denotes the sum of abelian monoids (Dnite sums and products agree and are
given by cartesian product of underlying sets). Inverting Xi amounts then to changing
the corresponding factor N to Z; thus R[X0; X1; X−10 ]=R[Z⊕N] and R[X0; X1; X−11 ]=
R[N ⊕ Z].
To introduce some notation, we denote by M˜
A
n the monoid described above occurring
in the deDnition of SA, i.e., a sum of n+1 copies of N or Z (a more formal deDnition
will be given later). Then we have the short formula SA =R[M˜
A
n ].
There is a similar description of the rings RA. Let MAn denote the set of those
elements of M˜
A
n having sum zero. Then M
A
n is a submonoid of M˜
A
n and R
A =R[MAn ].
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We are interested in quasi-coherent sheaves on PnR. Such a sheaf is determined by
its sections over the canonical open sets Spec (Ri) and its behaviour on intersections
of these. In more detail, suppose we have, for all non-empty A ⊆ 〈n〉, an RA-module
MA, and for each inclusion A ⊆ B an RA-equivariant additive map MA→MB which
becomes an isomorphism after “inverting the action of Xi for i∈B \ A”. Then there is
a unique quasi-coherent OPnR -module F with (F;Spec(R
A))=MA. The category of
“diagrams” of this kind is equivalent to the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on PnR.
3.2. Non-linear polynomial rings
By “forgetting the linear structure”, i.e., forgetting the ring R, we pass from monoid
rings to monoids (with zero) which can be thought of as “non-linear rings”. We deDne
the relevant monoids and introduce a construction to invert distinguished generators (an
analogue of the algebraic process of localization). The material is applied immediately
to compare diMerent Dniteness notions of equivariant spaces (Lemmas 3:2:7, 2:3:8 and
Corollary 3.2.9). These results will be used later to handle Dniteness conditions for
sheaves.
De!nition 3.2.1. Suppose N is a non-empty Dnite set. For A ⊆ N , deDne the monoid
with zero
M˜
A
= M˜
A
N :={(mi)i∈N ∈ZN | ∀i∈N \ A :mi¿ 0}+:
The homomorphism deg : M˜
A→Z+; (ai)i∈N →
∑
i∈N ai is called “degree map”
(here Z+ is the set of all integers with a disjoint basepoint considered as a monoid
with zero; “multiplication” is given by the usual sum of integers).
DeDne subsets M˜
A
(j)= M˜
A
N (j):=deg
−1(j) for all j∈Z, and note that M˜A(0) is
really a monoid with zero which acts on the pointed sets M˜
A
(j). It is convenient to
introduce the notation MA =MAN :=M˜
A
(0).
There is a convenient class of Dnite sets, the standard sets 〈n〉:={0; 1; : : : ; n} for
n∈Z, and the even-more-standard sets [n] which are 〈n〉 as sets again, but equipped
with the natural order. When using the standard sets, we write MAn for M
n
〈n〉 and M
A
[n].
We think of the above monoids as multiplicative monoids: write ti for the element
which contains a 1∈Z in the ith place and 0∈Z everywhere else, then the collection
of the ti and t−1i generates M˜
N
N =(Z
#N )+ as an abelian monoid with zero. The monoids
MNN are generated by the compound symbols tit
−1
j for i = j. The symbol ti should be
thought of as the indeterminate Xi, and MA (resp. M˜
A
) corresponds to the ring RA
(resp. SA) of the previous section.
Example 3.2.2. The monoid M{0}1 is isomorphic to N+ (natural numbers with disjoint
basepoint):
N+
∼=→M{0}1 = {(a; b)∈Z×N | a+ b=0}+; t → (−t; t):
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This corresponds, in the linear setting, to the isomorphism of rings
R[X ] ∼= R[T0; T−10 ; T1]0; X → T−10 T1:
For n=2, we Dnd the following isomorphisms:
(N ×N)+→M{0}2 ; (a; b) → (−a− b; a; b);
(Z×N)+→M{0;1}2 ; (a; b) → (−a− b; a; b);
(Z× Z)+→M{0;1;2}2 ; (a; b) → (−a− b; a; b):
De!nition 3.2.3. Suppose M is a monoid with zero. A subset I ⊆ M is called a
(twosided) ideal of M , denoted I /M , if 0∈ I , and for all (m; a)∈M × I the elements
a · m and m · a are contained in I .
If I/M we can deDne a new monoid with zero M=I . As a set, it is given by (M \I)+
(this is the quotient M=I =M∪I ∗ in the category of pointed sets). The monoid structure
is induced by that of M .
There is an obvious map M →M=I , sending m∈M \ I to m∈M=I and mapping all
of I ⊆ M to ∗∈M=I . It is readily veriDed that this map is a map of monoids with
zero. Its kernel, i.e., the preimage of the zero element (not of the identity) is I . If R is
a commutative ring, the module R˜[I ] is an ideal of the (reduced) monoid ring R˜[M ],
and there is a canonical isomorphism R˜[M=I ] ∼= R˜[M ]=R˜[I ].
Example 3.2.4. Suppose N is a Dnite set, A ⊂ N a subset, and j∈N \ A. We deDne
the ideal “generated by tj”
IAj;N :={(ai)i∈N ∈MAN | aj =0}+
of MAN . Then there is an isomorphism M
A
N =I
A
j;N
∼= MAN\{j}, mapping (ai)i∈N to (ai)i∈N\{j}.
In particular, MAN acts on M
A
N\{i} via the projection M
A
N →MAN =IAj;N . We will repeatedly
make use of this fact.
For the rest of this paper we will consider MA as a topological monoid with zero
having the discrete topology. Similarly, we regard M˜
A
(j) as an object of MA-kTop∗.
From now on, let G denote a topological monoid with zero, and suppose N is a
non-empty Dnite set with n+ 1 elements.
De!nition 3.2.5. Suppose we are given a (possibly empty) subset A ⊆ N , an element
i∈N , and a space Y ∈ (G ∧MA)-kTop∗. Then we can form the space
Y [t−1i ]:=Y∧MAMA∪{i} ∈ (G ∧MA∪{i})-kTop∗
and call Y [t−1i ] obtained by inverting the action of ti on Y . This construction is func-
torial in Y . More generally, given subsets A and B of N , there is a functor
·[t−1B ] = · ∧MAMA∪B : (G ∧MA)-kTop∗→ (G ∧MB)-kTop∗; Y → Y [t−1B ]:
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The construction of DeDnition 3.2.5 is the non-linear analogue of inverting indeter-
minates in a Laurent ring. As in the linear case, there are alternative descriptions using
mapping telescopes. (For n=1 this yields the telescope construction of [4, 2.1].) One
can check that all three constructions have the same universal property and hence are
canonically isomorphic; we omit the details.
Lemma 3.2.6 (Telescope constructions). Suppose A ⊆ N is not empty.
(1) Write a=#A. The space Y [t−1i ] =Y ∧MA MA∪{i} is isomorphic to the colimit (in
the category G-kTop∗) of the sequence
Y
tai ·t−1A−−−→Y t
a
i ·t−1A−−−→Y t
a
i ·t−1A−−−→· · · ;
where we have used the multi-index notation t−1A :=
∏
j∈A t
−1
j . In particular; the
colimit admits a canonical action of MA∪{i}.
(2) Suppose N is ordered. Write m=max(A). The space Y [t−1i ] =Y ∧MA MA∪{i} is
isomorphic to the colimit (in the category G-kTop∗) of the following sequence:
Y
ti·t−1m−−−→Y ti·t
−1
m−−−→Y ti·t
−1
m−−−→· · · :
In particular; the colimit admits a canonical action of MA∪{i}.
The following technical result asserts that Dnite equivariant spaces are sequentially
small with respect to the above telescope construction.
Lemma 3.2.7 (Smallness of Dnite equivariant spaces). Suppose G is co,brant as an
object of kTop∗. Let A ⊆ N; j∈N \A and spaces Z ∈C(G∧MA) and Y ∈Cf (G∧MA)
be given; de,ne a:=#A. Let s0 denote the canonical (G ∧ MA)-equivariant inclusion
Z→Z[t−1j ] =Z ∧MA MA
∐{j}. For any map f :Y →Z[t−1j ] in (G∧MA)-kTop∗ there is
a (G∧MA)-equivariant map g :Y →Z and an integer k¿ 0 such that f= t−akj tkA◦s0◦g.
Moreover; k can be enlarged arbitrarily.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of (equivariant) cells in Y . For Y = ∗
we can choose k =0 and g=f.
Identify Z[t−1j ] with the colimit of the telescope construction (Lemma 3.2.6(1)). The
top row of the diagram
is the telescope. The vertical arrows are the canonical maps into the colimit, where
s0 is as above. The maps in the telescope are coDbrations of G-spaces by Lemma
2.1.3. Since G is coDbrant, the telescope consists of coDbrations of HausdorM spaces
in kTop∗ by Lemma 2:1:1(3,4).
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Let C:=i+ ∧ G ∧MA denote a cell with boundary @C, and suppose Y = NY ∪@C C.
By induction, we Dnd Nk and a map Ng : NY →Z with f | NY = t−a Nkj t NkA ◦ s0 ◦ Ng= s Nk ◦ Ng. Let
5 : i+→Z[t−1j ] denote the restriction of f to the “generating” non-equivariant cell
of C. Since Z is HausdorM (Proposition 2.1.1(4)) and i+ is compact, this map fac-
tors through some Dnite stage ‘ of the telescope construction. By forcing (G ∧MA)-
equivariance we obtain a map 6 :C→Z such that f|C = t−a‘j t‘A ◦ s0 ◦ 6= s‘ ◦ 6. Since
s Nk+‘ is injective the following diagram commutes:
Let k:= Nk + ‘, and deDne g as the induced map from Y = NY ∪@C C to the rightmost
Z in the diagram. Then by construction f= sk ◦ g= t−akj tkA ◦ s0 ◦ g.
To enlarge k by m¿ 0, note that s0 is MA-equivariant, hence
f= t−akj t
k
A ◦ s0 ◦ g= t−a(k+m)j t(k+m)A ◦ tamj t−mA ◦ s0 ◦ g
= t−a(k+m)j t
(k+m)
A ◦ s0 ◦ (tamj t−mA ◦ g):
Lemma 3.2.8 (Smallness of Dnite equivariant spaces—alternative version). Suppose
G is co,brant as an object of kTop∗.Let A ⊆ [n]; j∈ [n] \A and spaces Z ∈C(G ∧ MA)
and Y ∈Cf (G ∧ MA) be given; de,ne m:=max(A). Let s0 denote the canonical
(G ∧ MA)-equivariant inclusion Z→Z[t−1j ] =Z ∧MA MA
∐{j}. For any map f :Y
→Z[t−1j ] in (G ∧MA)-kTop∗ there is a (G ∧MA)-equivariant map g :Y →Z and an
integer k¿ 0 such that f= t−kj t
k
m ◦ s0 ◦ g. Moreover; k can be enlarged arbitrarily.
Proof. This is similar to the previous lemma, except that one uses the second telescope
construction (Lemma 3.2.6(2)) instead of the Drst.
The following corollary has been used (in the case n=1) implicitly in the proof of
[4, 5.2].
Corollary 3.2.9. Suppose G is co,brant as an object of kTop∗. Let A ⊆ N; j∈N \A
and Y ∈Cf (G ∧ MAN ) be given. If Y [t−1j ]  ∗; the space Y ∨ Y is homotopy ,nite
as a (G ∧ MAN\{j})-space (with the restricted action); hence its retract Y is ,nitely
dominated as a (G ∧MAN\{j})-space.
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This is non-trivial even for N = [1]. Consider the case A= {0} and j=1. Then
MAN ∼= N+, and MAN\{j} is the trivial monoid. The single equivariant zero-cell S0∧MAN ∼=
MAN ∼= N+ is certainly not homotopy Dnite as an unequivariant space (it is an inDnite
one point union of zero spheres).
Proof of Corollary 3.2.9. Since Y [t−1j ] is contractible, the inclusion s0 :Y →Y [t−1j ] is
null homotopic (where s0 is the canonical inclusion as in Lemma 3.2.7). Choose a
homotopy H :Y ∧ I →Y [t−1j ] from s0 to the trivial map.
The space Y ∧ I is Dnite as a (G ∧ MAN )-space, hence we know by Lemma 3.2.7
that H factors through some Dnite stage of the telescope: there is a map F :Y∧
I →Y and an integer m¿ 0 with H = t−amj tmA ◦ s0 ◦ F where a:=#A, and con-
sequently tamj t
−m
A ◦ H = s0 ◦ F . By choice of H , the map s0 ◦ F is a homotopy from
tamj t
−m
A ◦ s0 = s0 ◦ tamj t−mA to the trivial map. But s0 is an injective map, so F is a null
homotopy of Y
tamj t
−m
A−−→Y . So we have a commutative diagram
(∗)
where i0 and i1 denote the inclusion of Y as top and bottom into the cylinder. Appli-
cation of the homotopy coDbre (mapping cone) functor to the vertical maps yields a
sequence of weak equivalences in (G ∧MAN\{j})-kTop∗
hocoDbre(Y
tamj t
−m
A−−−→Y ) ∼→ hocoDbre(F)∼←hocoDbre(Y ∗→Y ) ∼= Y ∨ Y:
On the other hand, the left vertical map in (∗) is a coDbration in G-kTop∗ by
Lemma 2.1.3. Hence, the canonical map from the mapping cone into the strict coDbre
Y=tamj t
−m
A (Y ) is an equivariant weak homotopy equivalence.
It remains to note that the space Y=tamj t
−m
A (Y ) is Dnite as a (G ∧ MAN\{j})-space.
This is shown by induction on the number of cells in Y . Since formation of quotients
commutes with cell attachment, it suSces to show that the coDbre of
MAN
tamj t
−m
A−−→MAN (∗∗)
is isomorphic, as an MAN\{j}-space, to a Dnite one-point union of copies of M
A
N\{j};
then a free (G ∧ MAN )-equivariant cell of Y gives rise to a Dnite one-point union of
free (G ∧MAN\{j})-equivariant cells of the quotient space. But we can partition the set
MAN into subsets according to the value of the jth component; explicitly, we have an
isomorphism
MAN ∼=
∨
i¿0
M˜
A
N\{j}(−i) ∧ {i}+
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of MAN\{j}-spaces. Each of the subsets M˜
A
N\{j}(−i) is (non-canonically) equivariantly
isomorphic to MAN\{j}, an isomorphism is given by t
i
b for any b∈A. Now the coDbre of
the map (∗∗) is seen to be ∨am−1i=0 M˜AN\{j}(−i) which is isomorphic to ∨am−1i=0 MAN\{j}.
3.3. Non-linear sheaves on projective space
In Section 3.1 we indicated how to describe quasi-coherent sheaves by certain di-
agrams of modules. We want to “forget the linear structure”, i.e., replace rings by
monoids and modules by equivariant spaces to obtain a non-linear homotopical version
of sheaves on projective space. The most important examples are the structure sheaves
(consisting of the monoids MA introduced in the previous section) and “twisted” struc-
ture sheaves (which will be introduced later). As before, we assume that G is a topo-
logical monoid with zero, and N is a non-empty Dnite set with n+ 1 elements.
De!nition 3.3.1 (Presheaves on projective space). We deDne the category pPN (G) of
(G-equivariant quasi-coherent) presheaves on projective N -space to be the following
subcategory of kTop〈N〉∗ : objects are the functors Y : 〈N 〉→ kTop∗ with Y (∅)= ∗ such
that for each A ⊆ N , the space YA:=Y (A) has a (right) (G ∧MAN )-action, and for each
morphism  :A→B in 〈N 〉, the associated map Y [ :YA→YB is (G ∧MA)-equivariant.
We will sometimes refer to the map Y [ as a “[-type structure map” of Y . The space
YA is called the A-component of Y . A morphism f :Y →Z is a natural transformation
of diagrams, consisting of (G ∧ MA)-equivariant maps fA :YA→ZA called compo-
nents of f.—If N = [n] or N = 〈n〉, we write pPn(G) instead of pPN (G). Note that
pP0(G)=G-kTop∗, and every choice of a bijection N ∼= 〈n〉 deDnes an isomorphism
of categories pPN (G) ∼= pPn(G). Using the “abstract” set N is analogous to thinking
of (ordinary) projective space as a functor from abstract vector spaces to topological
spaces. This abstract deDnition is convenient since we have to use all canonical em-
beddings of Pn−1 into Pn, not just the inclusion given by inclusion of the Drst n − 1
coordinates. At the same time, the notation reWects functoriality in the set N (although
this is not used in the present paper).
As a remark on terminology, note that a presheaf is nothing but a diagram of equiv-
ariant spaces. Its linear analogue, a diagram of modules over certain monoid rings,
does not determine a presheaf in the sense of algebraic geometry. We ask the reader
to apologize this abuse of language.
We will sometimes use the category 〈N 〉0 of non-empty subsets of N as indexing
category (omitting the redundant one-point space corresponding to ∅ ⊆ N ). If G= S0
(the “trivial” monoid with 0 =1), we write pPN omitting G from the notation.
The category pPN (G) has a zero object given by A → ∗, the constant functor with
the one point space as value. We call this the zero presheaf, sometimes denoted ∗.
For any object Y ∈ pPN (G) we deDne the suspension of Y , denoted (Y ), as
the functor A → (YA) with MA acting trivially on the suspension coordinate
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(componentwise suspension). Similarly, we can deDne a mapping cylinder by applying
the mapping cylinder construction componentwise.
Each of the structure maps Y [ has a corresponding adjoint map
Y # : Y
A[t−1B ] =Y
A∧MAMB→YB
since the functor · ∧MA MB : (G ∧ MA)-kTop∗→ (G ∧ MB)-kTop∗ is left adjoint to
the functor restricting the (G ∧MB)-action to G ∧MA along the inclusion MA→MB.
Sometimes we will call Y ] a “]-type structure map” of Y . These structure maps will
be used to formulate a “sheaf condition” (see below).
An object of pPN (G) can be visualized as an n-simplex with a space attached to each
of its faces, and maps corresponding to inclusion of faces (suppressing the redundant
one-point space corresponding to ∅ ⊆ N ). In the case N = 〈1〉, a typical object Y is
depicted
Y {0}→Y {0;1} ← Y {1}
(the arrows indicate [-type structure maps). For N = 〈2〉, we have the following picture:
Equivalently, we can regard an object of pPN (G) as an (n+ 1)-cubical diagram with
a point as initial vertex. For N = 〈2〉 this yields the following picture:
De!nition 3.3.2 (Structure presheaves of projective space). We deDne the structure
presheaf of projective N -space O=OPN to be the functor A → MAN (for A = ∅); struc-
ture maps are given by inclusions, and MAN acts on itself by right translation.
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If N = 〈2〉, we have the following picture for OP2 :
(The lower index “+” means adding a disjoint basepoint, and the upper index 0 denotes
the subset of tuples with sum 0. That is, (Z×Z×N)0+ =M{0;1}2 , and similarly for the
other spaces in the diagram.)
For N = 〈1〉, the structure presheaf looks like this (with the same conventions for
notation as before):
(Z×N)0+→ (Z× Z)0+ ← (N × Z)0+:
One could think of a presheaf as a (non-linear) “module” over the structure presheaf
OPN .
De!nition 3.3.3 (Homotopy sheaves on projective space). We deDne the category
PN (G) of (G-equivariant quasi-coherent) homotopy sheaves on projective N -space
to be the full subcategory of pPN (G) consisting of those objects Y which satisfy the
following (homotopy) sheaf condition: for every inclusion  :A→B of non-empty sub-
sets of N , there is an object NY
A ∈C(G∧MA) (cf. Section 2.1) and a weak equivalence
Nr : NY
A→YA such that the map
NY
A
[t−1B ]→YB
adjoint to the composite map NY
A Nr→YA Y
[
→ YB is a weak equivalence.
This is a homotopy invariant non-linear analogue of the algebraic geometers’ quasi-
coherent sheaves (compare to the last paragraph of Section 3.1). We will abbreviate
“homotopy sheaf” to “sheaf” in the sequel.
Standard model category arguments show that in the deDnition of the sheaf condition
above, we could have worked with some ,xed coDbrant replacement, or equivalently,
we could have asked for the condition to be satisDed for all coDbrant replacements
instead of just one. In particular, we can choose NY
A
=YA of YA is coDbrant:
Corollary 3.3.4. Suppose Y ∈ pPN (G) is locally co,brant in the sense that the space
YA is co,brant in (G∧MA)-kTop∗ for all non-empty A ⊆ N . Then Y is a sheaf if and
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only if for all inclusions  :A→B of non-empty subsets of N , the map Y ] :YA[t−1B ]→
YB (adjoint to the structure map Y [ :Y
A→YB) is a weak equivalence.
Corollary 3.3.5 (Homotopy invariance of the sheaf condition). Suppose Y and Z are
objects of pPN (G). Assume that there is a weak equivalence f :Y →Z (i.e.; all com-
ponents of f are weak equivalences). Then Y is a sheaf if and only if Z is a sheaf.
Remark 3.3.6. The structure presheaf OPN deDned above is in fact a sheaf, called the
structure sheaf of projective N -space. This follows from the canonical isomorphism
MA[t−1B ] =M
A ∧MA MB ∼= MB and Corollary 3.3.4. Note that in this case the ]-type
structure maps are even isomorphisms, not just weak equivalences.
3.4. Model structures
Our next goal is to establish two model structures on pPN (G) sharing the same
weak equivalences, but having a diMerent class of coDbrations. Thinking of pPN (G) as
a generalized diagram category, these model structures are generalizations of those in-
troduced for kTop〈N〉∗ (preceding Corollary 2.2.3). The interplay of the diMerent notions
of coDbrations and Dbrations will be an important feature for handling Dniteness con-
ditions in PN (G). Moreover, model structures facilitate the construction of categories
with coDbrations and weak equivalences in the sense of [10].
As before, assume that G is a topological monoid with zero, and let N denote a
non-empty Dnite set with power set 〈N 〉. The symbol 〈N 〉0 means the set of non-empty
subsets of N .
Suppose Y is an object of pPN (G) and A ⊆ N is not empty. We deDne the twisted
latching space of Y at A, denoted LAY , by
LAY :=colim
〈A〉10
R(Y )
(colimit in (G∧MA)-kTop∗) where 〈A〉10 is the subcategory of non-empty proper subsets
of A, and R(Y ) is the diagram B → YB[t−1A ] (this is a diagram in (G∧MA)-kTop∗). If
 :B→C is an inclusion of proper subsets of A, i.e., a morphism in 〈A〉10, the structure
map R(Y )() :R(Y )B→R(Y )C is given by the composite
R(Y )B =YB[t−1A ] =Y
B∧MBMA ∼= (YB∧MBMC)∧MCMA
Y]∧id−−−→YC∧MCMA =YC[t−1A ] =R(Y )C;
where Y ] :Y
B[t−1C ]→YC is adjoint to the structure map Y [ :YB→YC . It can be shown
that this construction yields a commutative diagram in (G ∧MA)-kTop∗.
The latching space LAY has a canonical map in (G ∧MA)-kTop∗ to YA, induced by
the structure maps Y ]; :Y
B[t−1A ]→YA. If ; :B→A is an inclusion of a proper subset,
write F; = · ∧MB MA : (G ∧MB)-kTop∗→ (G ∧MA)-kTop∗, and let U; denote its right
adjoint (restriction of action). There is a (G ∧ MB)-equivariant map YB→U;(LAY )
given by the composite YB→U; ◦ F;(YB)→U;(LAY ) (the Drst map is the unit of the
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adjunction of F; and U;, the second map exists since F;(YB)=YB[t−1A ] appears in the
diagram deDning the latching space, hence maps to LAY ).
Proposition 3.4.1 (The c-structure of pPN(G)). The category pPN (G) has the struc-
ture of a model category where a map is a weak equivalence (resp. ,bration) if
each of its components is a weak equivalence (resp. ,bration) in its respective cate-
gory. Furthermore; the map Y →Z is a co,bration if and only if the induced maps
LAZ ∪LAY Y A→ZA are co,brations in G ∧MA-kTop∗ for all non-empty A ⊆ N .
Proof. Consider 〈N 〉0 as a direct category with degree function d(A):=#A. With the
above deDnition of (twisted) latching spaces, the proof of [3, 5.25] carries over word
for word.
Corollary 3.4.2. All objects of pPN (G) are ,brant with respect to the c-structure.
Example 3.4.3 (The c-structure of pP1(G)). Let f :Y →Z denote a map in pP1(G),
i.e., we have a commutative diagram of the following kind:
Y {0} −−−→Y {0;1} ←−−−Y {1}
f{0}
 f{0; 1}   f{1}
Z{0} −−−→Z{0;1} ←−−−Z{1}
Then f is a weak equivalence if and only if its components fA are weak equivalences
in (G ∧ MA)-kTop∗ for all non-empty A ⊆ 〈1〉. The map f is a Dbration if and
only if fA is a Dbration in (G ∧ MA)-kTop∗ for all non-empty A ⊆ 〈1〉. Finally, f
is a coDbration if and only if f{0} is a coDbration in (G ∧ M{0})-kTop∗; f{1} is a
coDbration in (G ∧M{1})-kTop∗, and the induced map
Y {0;1}∪L{0;1}Y L{0;1}Z
=Y {0;1}∪Y{0}[t−11 ]∨Y{1}[t−10 ] (Z
{0}[t−11 ] ∨ Z{1}[t−10 ])→Z{0;1}
is a coDbration in (G∧M{0;1})-kTop∗. In particular, a sheaf Y is coDbrant if and only
if Y {0} ∈C(G ∧M{0}); Y {1} ∈C(G ∧M{1}), and the map
Y {0}[t−11 ] ∨ Y {1}[t−10 ]→Y {0;1}
is a coDbration in (G ∧M{0;1})-kTop∗. This model structure is used implicitly for the
category Pf(G)′ in [4, proof of 3:3(1)].
By duality we obtain a second model structure:
Proposition 3.4.4 (The f-structure of pPN(G)). The category pPN (G) has the struc-
ture of a model category where a map is a weak equivalence (resp. co,bration) if
each of its components is a weak equivalence (resp. co,bration) in its respective
category.
Both model structures share the same weak equivalences, called h-equivalences, and
hence have the same homotopy category HopPN (G).
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We will need yet another notion of coDbrations which belongs to one of the model
structures of the category G-kTop〈N〉∗ .
De!nition 3.4.5. A map f :Y →Z in pPN (G) is a weak co,bration if it is an
f-coDbration when considered as a map in G-kTop〈N〉∗ , i.e., if all its components are
coDbrations in G-kTop∗.
Any c-coDbration is an f-coDbration, and any f-coDbration is a weak coDbration
since forgetting the MA-actions preserves coDbrations by Proposition 2.1.1(2).
De!nition 3.4.6. The presheaf Y is called strongly co,brant if it is coDbrant with
respect to the c-structure. Explicitly, Y is strongly coDbrant if and only if the map
LAY →YA is a coDbration in G ∧ MA-kTop∗ for all non-empty A ⊆ N . An ob-
ject Y ∈ pPN (G) is said to be locally co,brant if it is coDbrant with respect to the
f-structure. Explicitly, Y is locally coDbrant if and only if YA ∈C(G ∧ MA) for all
A ⊆ N . Finally, Y is called weakly co,brant if it is f-coDbrant as an object of
G-kTop〈N〉∗ , i.e., if all its components are coDbrant in G-kTop∗.
Any strongly coDbrant presheaf is locally coDbrant, and a locally coDbrant presheaf
is weakly coDbrant.
Let Y ∈ pPN (G) be a presheaf, and Dx j∈N . We can consider Y as an N -cubical
diagram in G-kTop∗; then its jth face is an N \ {j}-cubical diagram consisting of
those components YB with j∈B ⊆ N . More generally, a subset C ⊆ N determines an
N \C-cubical diagram formed by those components YB with C ⊆ B.
De!nition 3.4.7. Let Y ∈ pPN (G) and C ⊆ A ⊆ N be given. The restricted latching
space L+CA Y is deDned as
L+CA Y :=colim〈A〉10;C
R(Y )
(colimit in (G ∧ MA)-kTop∗) where 〈A〉10;C is the subcategory of non-empty proper
subsets of A containing C, and R(Y ) is deDned as in the case of (unrestricted) latching
spaces LA, i.e., R(Y ) is the diagram B → YB[t−1A ] (this is a diagram in (G∧MA)-kTop∗)
with structure maps as deDned earlier.
In eMect, the space L+CA Y is the latching space at A\C of the restricted (N\C)-cubical
(twisted) diagram determined by C (given by B → YB∪C).
The following lemma is a “twisted” version of the familiar fact that if a cube is
“coDbrant as a cube”, the same is true for all its faces. If ; :B→A is an inclusion of
a proper subset, write F; = · ∧MB MA : (G ∧MB)-kTop∗→ (G ∧MA)-kTop∗, and let U;
denote its right adjoint (restriction of action).
Lemma 3.4.8. Let Y ∈ pPN (G); C ⊆ A ⊆ N and j∈A \ C be given:
(1) The restricted latching space comes equipped with a map L+CA Y →YA.
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(2) For D ⊆ C, there is a canonical map L+CA Y →L+DA Y , and the composite L+CA Y →
L+DA Y →YA is the map of (1). In particular; there is a canonical map L+CA Y →
LAY , and the composite L+CA Y →LAY →YA is the map of (1).
(3) Let  denote the inclusion A \ {j}→A. The following square is a pushout:
F(L+CA\{j}Y ) −−→ F(YA\{j}) 
L+C
∐{j}
A Y −−−→ L+CA Y
(4) If Y is strongly co,brant; the natural map L+{j}A Y →YA of (1) is a co,bration.
Proof. (1) The objects occurring in the deDnition of the restricted latching space are
of the form YC[t−1A ]. The ]-type structure maps Y
C[t−1A ]→YA are compatible with the
structure maps of R(Y ). Hence we have an induced map L+jA Y →YA.
(2) The diagram used for deDning L+CA Y includes into the diagram used for deDning
L+DA Y , and the map from the former to Y
A is the restriction of the map from the latter
to YA. Moreover L+∅A Y =LAY . Hence (2) holds.
(3) Since F is a left adjoint, it commutes with colimits. By explicitly spelling out
the deDnitions, one realizes that the pushout in the above square and L+CA Y really are
colimits of the same diagram, hence are isomorphic.
(4) By (2), we have a factorization L+jA Y →LAY →YA. The second map is a coD-
bration since Y is strongly coDbrant. Part (3) asserts that the Drst map is a cobase
change of the image of LA\{j}Z→ZA\{j} under F. But this is a coDbration since Y
is strongly coDbrant and F preserves coDbrations.
3.5. Restriction and extension by zero
In algebraic geometry, application of “Proj” to the n+ 1 projections
R[X0; X1; : : : ; Xn]→R[X0; X1; : : : ; Xn]=〈Xj〉 ∼= R[Y0; Y1; : : : ; Yn−1]
gives rise to n+1 diMerent closed immersions of projective (n−1)-space into projective
n-space. Restriction along these immersions induces n + 1 diMerent functors mapping
quasi-coherent sheaves on PnR to quasi-coherent sheaves on P
n−1
R .
An analogous construction can be made in the non-linear context. It is closely related
to the process of twisting sheaves (Lemma 3.6.9).
De!nition 3.5.1. Given j∈N , we deDne the jth restriction functor
"j = "Nj : pP
N (G)→ pPN\{j}(G)
by the equation "j(Y )A:=YA ∧MAN MAN\{j} using the canonical map MAN →MAN\{j} of
Example 3.2.4 (whose eMect is to get rid of the generator tj by dividing it out).
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Example 3.5.2. There is a natural isomorphism "Nj (OPN ) ∼= OPN\{j} since
"Nj (OPN )
A =MAN∧MANMAN\{j} ∼= MAN\{j}
for all non-empty A ⊆ N \ {j}.
If we represent an object Y ∈ pPn(G) by a diagram having the shape of an n-simplex,
the restricted sheaf "j(Y ) is given by the jth (n− 1)-dimensional face of the diagram
after dividing out the action of tj.
Lemma 3.5.3. The functor "Nj has a right adjoint >
N
j : pP
N\{j}(G)→ pPN (G) called
“extension by zero”. It is given by
>(Y )A =
 NY
A
if j ∈ A;
∗ otherwise;
where NY
A
is YA as a space with MAN acting via the canonical map M
A
N →MAN\{j} (cf.
Example 3:2:4), i.e.; with tj acting trivially.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1.2(1) applied to the monoid homomorphisms
MAN →MAN\{j} for non-empty A ⊆ N \ {j}.
For an object Y ∈P1, the sheaf >2(Y ) is described by the following diagram (together
with the convention that the additional “indeterminate” t2 acts trivially on all spaces):
Lemma 3.5.4. The restriction functors "Nj preserve all (acyclic) f-co,brations and in
addition weak equivalences of locally co,brant objects. Moreover; they map locally
co,brant objects of PN (G) to objects of PN\{j}(G).
Proof. The Drst two assertions follow from Lemma 2:1:2(2) applied componentwise.
Now assume Y is a locally coDbrant sheaf. Let  :A→B denote an inclusion of
non-empty subsets of N \ {j}. Since "j(Y ) is locally coDbrant by the above, Corollary
3.3.4 asserts that it suSces to show that the map
"Nj (Y )
]
 :"
N
j (Y )
A[t−1B ] = "
N
j (Y )
A∧MAN\{j}M
B
N\{j}→ "Nj (Y )B
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is a weak homotopy equivalence. Tracing the deDnitions shows that it is obtained from
the structure map Y ] :Y
A[t−1B ]→YB by applying · ∧MBN MBN\{j}. But this functor is
known to preserve weak equivalences between coDbrant spaces by Lemma 2.1.2(2),
and Y ] is a weak equivalence since Y is a sheaf.
3.6. Twists and canonical sheaves
In algebraic geometry, twisting is one of the basic operations for quasi-coherent
sheaves on projective space. Recall that
∗(OpnR):=
∞⊕
0
(O(j))=R[X0; : : : ; Xn]
is a polynomial ring. Its generators, the indeterminates Xj; induce natural mapsF(k)
·Xj→
F(k + 1) given by “multiplication with Xj” (where F denotes a quasi-coherent sheaf
on PnR). The cokernel of this map is the extension by zero of the restriction of F to
an embedded Pn−1R .
In this section, we show how to transfer these constructions to the non-linear setting.
The relation between twisting and restriction of sheaves (Lemma 3.6.9) enables us to
do induction on the dimension n (Lemma 4.4.4).
The deDnition of the twist functor as given in [4] is not symmetric. It turns out
that for twists and related constructions, it is convenient to have both symmetric and
asymmetric descriptions, the latter arising from a choice of a total order on the indexing
set. (In this case, it is enough to restrict attention to the standard ordered sets [n].)
De!nition 3.6.1 (Tensor product of sheaves). Suppose Y is an object of pPN (G) and
Z is an object of pPN . The (non-linear) tensor product Y ∧O Z of Y and Z is the
presheaf given by A → YA∧MAZA with MA acting from the right on ZA. (This deDnition
makes sense because MA is abelian, hence acts from the left and from the right on ZA.)
The tensor product is an object of pPN (G) (where G acts on the components of Y ).
De!nition 3.6.2 (Symmetric description of twisting). The jth Serre twisting sheaf
OPN (j)=O(j)∈PN is given by
A → M˜AN (j) (A = ∅)
with [-type structure maps given by the inclusions O(j)A = M˜
A
N (j) ⊆ M˜
B
N (j)=O(j)
B
for non-empty subsets A ⊆ B ⊆ N (for notation cf. DeDnition 3.2.1). For an object
Y ∈ pPN (G) and j∈Z; the jth twist functor j = Nj : pPN (G)→ pPN (G) is deDned as
j(Y ):=Y ∧O O(j).
De!nition 3.6.3 (Asymmetric description of twisting; Huttemann et al. [4; 5:4]). The
jth twist functor Nj = N
n
j : pP
n(G)→ pPn(G) (for j∈Z) assigns to an object Y ∈ pPn(G)
the object Z := Nj(Y ) in the following way: for all A ⊆ [n]; we deDne ZA:=YA; and
for non-empty subsets A ⊆ B of [n] we deDne the structure map ZA→ZB as the
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composite
ZA =YA→YB t
j
mt
−j
k−−−−→YB =ZB; (∗)
where m:=max(A) and k:=max(B). A morphism f :Y → NY in pPn(G) (with compo-
nents fA) gives rise to a morphism of twisted objects with the unchanged componentsfA.
Obviously N
n
0 = id. Moreover, the twist functor Nj restricts to an endofunctor of
Pn(G) since tjmt
−j
k is an invertible map and hence a weak homotopy equivalence.
To make the asymmetric deDnition of twisting less obscure, we include the dia-
grams for the projective line (n=1) and the projective plane (n=2). An object Y of
pP1(G) is a diagram Y {0}→Y {01} ← Y {1}; the twisted object N1j (Y ) can be pictured
as Y {0}
tj0t
−j
1−−→Y {01} ← Y {1}. (Here we abbreviated the above composition (∗) to a single
map.) In the second case, Y ∈ pP2(G); the twisted object is given by the following
diagram:
The asymmetric description depends on a choice of order on the indexing set. All
choices yield isomorphic sheaves by the next lemma.
Lemma 3.6.4 (Properties of the twist functor). (1) We have O(i) ∧O O(j) ∼= O(i + j)
and O=O(0).
(2) There are natural isomorphisms j+k ∼= j ◦ k and 0 ∼= id. In particular; k is
an equivalence of categories. Similarly; Nj+k ∼= Nj ◦ Nk and N0 = id.
(3) For all Y ∈ pPn(G); the presheaves nj (Y ) and N
n
j (Y ) are naturally isomorphic.
(4) If Y ∈PN (G); then j(Y )∈PN (G).
In algebraic geometry, the sheaf OPnR(1) has n+1 canonical sections X0; : : : ; Xn. Each
of these determines a natural map F(k)
·Xi→F(k + 1) where F is a module on PnR.
We have an analogous set of maps in the non-linear context (cf. the deDnition in [4]
preceding 6:11):
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De!nition 3.6.5. Let i∈N be given. The natural transformation
@i = @Ni : 
N
k → Nk+1
is given by morphisms k(Y )→ k+1(Y ) for each object Y ∈ pPN (G) described by
k(Y )A
ti→ k+1(Y )A
for ∅ =A ⊆ N .
De!nition 3.6.6. The natural transformation
N@i = N@ni : N
n
k → N
n
k+1
is given by morphisms Nk(Y )→ Nk+1(Y ) for each object Y ∈ pPn(G) described by
Nk(Y )A =YA
tit−1m−−−→YA = Nk+1(Y )A
with m:=max(A) (where ∅ =A ⊆ [n]).
The transformations @j and N@j correspond under the isomorphism of Lemma 3.6.4(3).
De!nition 3.6.7 (Huttemann et al. [4; 5:5]). For K ∈G-kTop∗ we deDne the canonical
sheaf associated to K as the object  0(K)=  N0 (K)∈PN (G) given by
K ∧ OPN :A → K ∧MAN
(∅ =A ⊆ N ) with structure maps induced by inclusions of submonoids. The assignment
K →  0(K) is functorial in K . For convenience, we introduce the twisted canonical
sheaf functor  j =  Nj :=
N
j ◦  N0 .
As a Drst example, we note that  N0 (S
0) ∼= OPN ; the structure sheaf of projective
N -space, and  Nj (S
0) ∼= O(j).
Recall that 〈N 〉0 is the set of non-empty subsets of N . Let G-kTop〈N〉0∗ denote the
functor category Func(〈N 〉0; G-kTop∗).
Lemma 3.6.8. Let V denote the forgetful functor pPN (G)→G-kTop〈N〉0∗ . The functor
 −k :G-kTop∗→ pPN (G) is left adjoint to the functor lim← ◦ V ◦ k .
Proof. For k =0 this can be deduced from adjointness of inverse limit and constant
diagram functor. Since k is an equivalence of categories with inverse given by −k
(Lemma 3.6.4(2)) the general case follows.
The functor lim←◦V (this is the case k =0 from the lemma) is the literal translation
of the algebraic geometers’ global sections functor.
The following lemma (which establishes the connection between twisting and res-
triction) is one of the key ingredients for the splitting theorem. Recall that the natural
maps @j : k(Y )→ k+1(Y ) are given by “multiplication with the indeterminate tj”
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(DeDnition 3.6.5), where Y is an arbitrary (non-linear) sheaf and  denotes the twisting
functor (DeDnition 3.6.2).
Lemma 3.6.9. Suppose Y ∈ pPN (G) is a locally co,brant presheaf; and let j∈N and
k ∈Z be given. Then @j : k(Y )→ k+1(Y ) is a weak co,bration; its (strict) co,bre
is isomorphic to >j ◦ "j ◦ k+1(Y ); and the projection k+1(Y )→ >j ◦ "j ◦ k+1(Y )
is isomorphic to the k+1(Y )-component of the unit of the adjunction of >j and
"j.
Proof. We begin by showing that @j is a weak coDbration. By deDnition, we have to
prove that for all non-empty A ⊆ N its A-component
@Aj = id ∧ (tj) :YA∧MAM˜
A
(k)→YA∧MAM˜A(k + 1)
is a coDbration in G-kTop∗. Choose an element e∈A. We can factor the map
M˜
A
(k)
tj−−→M˜A(k + 1)
in the following way:
M˜
A
(k)
t−ke−−→MA tjt
−1
e−−→MA t
k+1
e−−→M˜A(k + 1):
The Drst and third map are isomorphisms of discrete MA-spaces, the map in the middle
is injective. Application of the functor YA ∧MA · yields a factorization of @Aj as a
composite of an isomorphism, a coDbration in G-kTop∗ (use Lemma 2.1.3) and an
isomorphism again. Hence @j is a weak coDbration.
Since k is an equivalence of categories (Lemma 3.6.4(2)) it commutes with re-
striction, extension by zero and taking coDbres. Thus it suSces to prove the remaining
claims for k =− 1 only.
Fix a non-empty subset A ⊆ N; and consider the A-component
@Aj :Y
A∧MAN M˜
A
N (−1)→YA∧MANMAN ∼= YA
of @j. We claim that its coDbre is isomorphic to >j ◦ "j(Y )A =YA ∧MAN MAN\{j}. Now
the functor YA ∧MAN · :MAN -kTop∗→MAN -kTop∗ commutes with taking coDbres since
colimits commute among themselves. Thus it suSces to show that the coDbre of
the map M˜
A
N (−1)
tj→MAN is isomorphic to MAN\{j}. But this is clear since its image
is precisely the ideal IAj;N ; and we know that M
A
N =I
A
j;N
∼= MAN\{j} by Example 3.2.4.
3.7. Global sections
We have seen above (Lemma 3.6.8) that there is a non-linear analogue of global
sections of sheaves. However, it turns out that this functor is not suitable for K-theory
calculations. Hence we introduce a functor  which (philosophically speaking) captures
global sections and higher sheaf cohomology at the same time.
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Important for the sequel is the fact that we can compute global sections of twisted
canonical sheaves (Corollaries 3.7.4 and 3.7.5). On the level of K-theory spaces the
canonical sheaf functor  0 (DeDnition 3.6.7) provides a section of .
De!nition 3.7.1 (Global sections of sheaves; Huttemann et al. [4; 5:1]). For any ob-
ject Y ∈ pPN (G) we deDne the global sections of Y , denoted
(Y )=N (Y )∈G-kTop∗
as the iterated homotopy coDbre of Y in the sense of DeDnition 2.2.1 where Y is
considered as a functor 〈N 〉→G-kTop∗ (with [-type structure maps).
For an object Y ∈ pP1(G); the space (Y ) is given by the mapping cone of the map
Y {0} ∨ Y {1}→Y {0;1}. An explicit model (as given in [4]) for this is
(Y )=CY {0}∪Y{0}Y {0;1}∪Y{1}CY {1};
where CK =K ∧ I=(K × {0}) denotes the (reduced) cone on the pointed space K .
In what follows, we develop the elementary properties of the global sections functor.
As a beginning, we note that suspension commutes with global sections, i.e.,
(Y )=(S1 ∧ Y ) ∼= S1 ∧ (Y )=(Y )
for all Y ∈PN (G) (this is a special case of Remark 2.2.2(2)).
Next, we consider global sections of a sheaf Y and its extension >j(Y )
(Lemma 3.5.3). In algebraic geometry, extension by zero does not change the co-
homology groups of a sheaf. The analogous statement in the present context says that
Y and >j(Y ) have stably the same global sections:
Lemma 3.7.2. For an object Y ∈ pPN\{j}(G); the spaces N\{j}(Y ) and N ◦ >j(Y )
are naturally isomorphic.
Proof. By deDnition >j(Y )A = ∗ if j∈A. Computing the homotopy coDbre of >j(Y ) in
j-direction (cf. Remark 2.2.2(4)) results in an N \ {j}-cube Z . Its A-component is the
mapping cone of YA→∗. But this is the suspension of YA. Hence Z is isomorphic to
(Y ); and since the global sections functor commutes with suspension, we infer that
 ◦ >j(Y ) ∼= (Z) ∼= (Y ) ∼= (Y ).
Now, we want to compute global sections of twisted canonical sheaves. For j∈Z
deDne an N -cube of spaces
WN (j) : 〈N 〉→ kTop∗; A → M˜
A
N (j);
where M˜
A
N (j) has the discrete topology (cf. DeDnition 3.2.1). Structure maps are given
by inclusions. As before, N denotes a non-empty Dnite set with n+ 1 elements.
Lemma 3.7.3. If j¿ − n − 1; the cube WN (j) has contractible iterated homotopy
co,bre; i.e.; (WN (j))  ∗.
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Proof. It suSces to consider ordered indexing sets N = [n]. For k =−1; 0; : : : ; n deDne
an (n− k)-cube
Vk(j) : 〈[n− k − 1]〉→ kTop∗;
A → {(a0; a1; : : : ; an)∈ M˜A
∐{n−k; :::; n}
n (j) | ∀‘¿ n− k: a‘ ¡ 0}
with structure maps given by inclusions. Note that V−1(j)=WN (j); and Vn(j) is a
single space consisting of the basepoint only (if (a0; a1; : : : ; an) is a non-basepoint in
Vn(j); we have j=
∑
ai6− (n+ 1) which is impossible by assumption on j). Now
Vk(j) is weakly equivalent to the pointwise homotopy coDbre of the cube Vk−1(j)
in (n− k)-direction since all spaces are discrete, all maps are injective, and Vk(j) is
the strict coDbre of Vk−1(j) in (n− k)-direction. Hence (WN (j)) Vn(j)= ∗.
DeDne, for j¿ 0; the number h(N; j):=#M˜
∅
N (j) − 1. Since M˜
∅
N (0)=M
∅
N = S
0; we
have h(N; 0)=1.
Corollary 3.7.4. (Global sections of canonical sheaves; H)uttemann et al. [4; 5:6]).
Suppose G is a topological monoid with zero which is co,brant as an object of kTop∗.
For K ∈C(G) and j¿ 0; there is a natural chain of weak equivalences connecting
 ◦  ◦  j(K) and
∨
h(N;j) 
n+1K . In particular; we have a natural weak equivalence
 ◦  ◦  0(K)  n+1K .
Proof. It suSces to give a proof for N = [n]. First, note that we have ( j(K)) ∼=
( j(K ∧ S0)) ∼= K ∧ ( j(S0)). Since G is coDbrant in k Top∗ so is K (Proposition
2.1.1(3)), hence the functor K ∧ · is homotopy invariant. Consequently, it suSces to
prove the claim for the special case K = S0 (twisted structure sheaves).
Recall the deDnition of WN (j) from Lemma 3.7.3. There is an obvious map of
cubes  j(S0)→WN (j) (given by the identity map for A = ∅). For N = [1], we have
the following picture:
(The lower index “+” means adding a disjoint basepoint, the upper index j denotes
the subset of tuples with sum j.) The front face of this cube is OP1 (j)=  j(S0), the
back face is W[1](j).
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In the general case, note that all the components of the map  j(S0)→WN (j) are
injective, and all components of the cubes are discrete spaces. Hence, the pointwise
homotopy coDbre is weakly equivalent to the pointwise (strict) coDbre. Computation
of the pointwise coDbre yields an (n + 1)-cube D with D∅=W∅N (j)= M˜
∅
n(j) (since
 j(S0)∅= ∗), and DA = ∗ for A = ∅ (since  j(S0)A =WAN (j) in this case). The discrete
space D∅ has h(N; j) non-basepoint elements (by deDnition of that number), hence can
be written as an h(N; j)-fold one-point union of zero spheres. Application of  to the
coDbration sequence  j(S0)→WN (j)→D yields a sequence of maps
( j(S0))→(WN (j))→(D) ∼= n+1D∅ ∼=
∨
h(n; j)
n+1S0: (∗)
Since  commutes with pushouts, the last space of (*) is the coDbre of the map on
the left. But this map is a coDbration by Corollary 2.2.3(1) since  j(S0)→WN (j) is
an f-coDbration in k Top〈N〉∗ . Hence its coDbre is weakly equivalent to its homotopy
coDbre. By Lemma 3.7.3, the space in the middle is contractible, hence the homo-
topy coDbre is weakly equivalent to the suspension of ( j(S0)) which Dnishes the
proof.
Now we treat negative twists. DeDne, for j¡ 0, the number
a(N; j):=#
{
(ai)i∈N ∈ZN
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈N
ai = j and ∀i: ai ¡ 0
}
:
We have
a(N; j)= 0 for − n− 1¡j¡ 0;
a(N;−n− 1)=1;
which can be seen in the following way: suppose (ai)i∈N is an element of the set
occurring in the deDnition of a(N; j). Then j=
∑
ai6−(n+1). Hence such an element
does not exist if −n − 1¡j, and there is exactly one such element if j= − n − 1.
Using the notation of Lemma 3.7.3, we have a(N; j)= #Vn(j)− 1, the −1 being due
to the basepoint.
Corollary 3.7.5 (Global sections of canonical sheaves; H)uttemann et al. [4; 5:6]).
Suppose G is a topological monoid with zero which is co,brant as an object of
kTop∗. For K ∈C(G) and j¡ 0; there is a natural chain of weak equivalences con-
necting  ◦  j(K) and
∨
a(N;j) K . In particular; we have a natural weak equivalence
 ◦  −n−1(K)  K; and for −n− 1¡j¡ 0; the space  ◦  j(K) is contractible.
Proof. As is the proof of Corollary 3.7.4 it suSces to give a proof for N = [n] and
K = S0.
Recall the deDnition of WN (j) from Lemma 3.7.3. For j¡ 0, comparing the deD-
nitions shows OPN (j)=WN (j). Using the notation from the proof of Lemma 3.7.3,
(OPN (j))=(WN (j)) Vn(j):
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As we have seen, this space is contractible for j¿− n− 1. In general, this space has
a(N; j) non-basepoints (this is just the deDnition of a(N; j)), hence can be written as
an a(N; j)-fold one-point union of copies of S0. If in particular j=− n− 1, we have
(OPN (−n− 1))  S0.
3.8. Spread sheaves
De!nition 3.8.1. Given S ⊆ Z, a map f in pPN (G) is called an hS -equivalence if
for all s∈ S the map  ◦ s(f) is a weak equivalence of spaces. A map of cubes
g∈G-kTop〈N〉∗ is called an h{0}-equivalence if (g) is a weak equivalence of G-spaces.
(Recall that  is deDned (DeDnition 2.2.1) as the iterated homotopy coDbre of cubical
diagrams of pointed topological spaces.)
The purpose of this section is to establish a chain of h{0}-equivalences in PN (G)
connecting 2 ◦  0 ◦ (Y ) and n+2(Y ).
De!nition 3.8.2. Suppose Y is an object of pPN (G), and C is a (possibly empty)
subset of N . We deDne the C-spreading of Y , denoted sprC(Y ), to be the presheaf
A → sprC(Y )A:=YC∪A
(∅ =A ⊆ N ) with ([-type) structure maps induced by those of Y . Here YC∪A is
considered as a G ∧ MA-equivariant space. DeDne s˜prC(Y ):=sprC(Y ) if C = ∅ and
s˜pr∅(Y ):=∗.
For C ⊆ D ⊆ N there is a map of presheaves sprC(Y )→ sprD(Y ) with components
induced by the structure maps of Y . The assignment C → sprC(Y ) for Dxed Y is itself
functorial, hence:
Lemma 3.8.3. The cubical diagram A →  ◦ sprA(Y ) in G-kTop〈N〉∗ is commutative.
Example 3.8.4. We draw the diagram of Lemma 3.8.3 for the case N = 〈1〉:

 ∗ −−−→ Y
{0} 
Y {1} −−→ Y {0;1}
 −−→ 
 ∗ −−−→ Y
{0} 
Y {0;1} −−→ Y {0;1}

 

 ∗ −−−→ Y
{0;1} 
Y {1} −−→ Y {0;1}
 −−→ 
 ∗ −−−→ Y
{0;1} 
Y {0;1} −−→ Y {0;1}

As usual, the 0-direction is left to right, i.e., the small square in the upper right corner
represents spr{0}(Y ), the small squares in the bottom row represent spr{1}(Y ) and
spr{0;1}(Y ), respectively.
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As each component of sprC(Y ) has an MC-action, the space ◦sprC(Y ) is an object
of G ∧MC-kTop∗. Because of this and the previous lemma, it is possible to deDne a
new presheaf N (Y )= (Y ) by
A → N (Y )A:=2 ◦  ◦ sprA(Y ) (A = ∅):
In this way, we obtain a functor N =  : pPN (G)→ pPN (G). (For N = 〈1〉 this is the
double suspension of ′ as deDned in [4]. For a picture, replace the left upper square
in the above example by a point, and suspend twice.)
Lemma 3.8.5. (1) If Y is a weakly co,brant object (De,nition 3:4:6) of pPN (G);
there is a natural chain of h-equivalences connecting (Y ) and n+2Y . In particular;
if Y is a weakly co,brant sheaf; then (Y )∈PN (G).
(2) The functor N commutes with pushouts. It preserves h-equivalences and weak
co,brations (De,nition 3:4:5) between weakly co,brant objects.
Proof. For a space K ∈ kTop∗, let con(K) denote the N -cube with a point as initial
vertex and K everywhere else; structure maps are identity maps (away from the initial
vertex). For Y ∈ pPN (G) deDne a presheaf EY by (EY )C :=◦con(YC). It is h-equivalent
to the n-fold suspension of Y (compute global sections in any direction and observe
that the resulting cube has YC as initial vertex, and all other vertices are contractible).
Thus it is suScient to show that 2 ◦ E is h-equivalent to .
For C ⊆ N and Y ∈PN (G) there is a map of cubes fC : con(YC)→ sprC(Y ), natural
in C and Y , induced by the structure maps of Y .
In the case N = 〈1〉, this map has the following pictorial representation:
∗ −−→ YC 
YC −−→ YC
fC−−→
∗ −−−→ Y {0}∪C 
Y {1}∪C −−→ Y {0;1}∪C
The square on the left depicts con(YC), the square on the right represents sprC(Y ).
Back to the general case, the maps fC induce upon application of 2 ◦  a natural
transformation g : 2 ◦ E→ . We want to prove that g is an h-equivalence of functors,
i.e., that all components of g are weak equivalences. Fix a non-empty subset C ⊆ N . By
deDnition, the map gC is given by 2 ◦(fC). Thus, it is enough to show that (fC)
has contractible mapping cone for all C = ∅. But  commutes with taking homotopy
coDbres. Hence, it suSces to compute the pointwise mapping cone of fC and show
that the resulting cube Z has contractible iterated homotopy coDbre.
So deDne Z :=hocoDbre(fC). Choose i∈C. By deDnition of the C-spreading we
have Z∅= ∗ and ZA =hocoDbre(YC →YC∪A) for A = ∅. This implies ZA  ZA{i} for
all A ⊆ N (even ZA =ZA{i} if A is not the empty set). Hence, computing (Z) in
i-direction yields a cube with contractible vertices. This proves that (Y ) and n+2(Y )
are weakly equivalent (with respect to h-equivalences).
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Since the sheaf condition is homotopy invariant (Corollary 3.3.5), and since the
suspension of a weakly coDbrant sheaf is a sheaf, we infer that  maps weakly coDbrant
sheaves to sheaves. This completes the proof of (1).
For (2) note that the functors sprC commute with pushouts (since colimits are cal-
culated pointwise). Since  is also compatible with pushouts (Corollary 2.2.3(3)), so
is .
Let f :Y →Z denote a weak coDbration between weakly coDbrant objects. This
means by deDnition that all components of f are coDbrations in G-kTop∗. Hence
the same is true for sprC(f), i.e., sprC(f) is an f-coDbration in G-kTop〈N〉∗ between
f-coDbrant objects of G-kTop〈N〉∗ . Since  preserves these coDbrations by Corollary
2.2.3(1), we know that  ◦ sprC(f) is a coDbration in G-kTop∗, hence (by suspending
twice) so is the C-component of (f). This means by deDnition that (f) is a weak
coDbration.
Finally,  preserves weak equivalences between weakly coDbrant objects since n+2
does and both functors are connected by a chain of h-equivalences as shown in (1).
We proceed with a technical lemma. Let Y ∈PN (G), and suppose B is a non-empty
subset of N . Fix i∈B. There is a natural map
. : sprB(Y )→ /{i}(YB)
in G-kTop〈N〉∗ given by the identity idYB on {i}-components (the functor /{i} has been
deDned in DeDnition 2.2.1). For N = 〈1〉 and i=1∈B this map has the following
representation:
∗ −−→ Y {0}∪B 
Y {1}∪B −−→ Y {0;1}∪B
.−−→
∗ −−→ ∗ 
YB −−→ ∗
Lemma 3.8.6. The map . is an h{0}-equivalence (De,nition 3:8:1).
Proof. Consider the cube Z which is the same as sprB(Y ) with {i}-component replaced
by a single point, and let o : Z→ sprB(Y ) denote the inclusion map; it is the identity
on all components except the {i}-component.
∗ −−→ Y {0}∪B 
∗ −−→ Y {0;1}∪B
o−−→
∗ −−→ Y {0}∪B 
Y {1}∪B −−→ Y {0;1}∪B
There is an obvious map from the pointwise homotopy coDbre of o to /{i}(YB)
(given by the identity on {i}-components), and this map is an h-equivalence since
all components of the homotopy coDbre, except the {i}-component, are contractible.
Moreover, the composite sprB(Y )→ hocoDbre (o)→ /{i}(YB) is the map ..
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On application of , we obtain the following diagram:
(Z)
(o)−−→ (sprB(Y )) p−−→ (hocoDbre(o)) ∼−−−−−−−→ (/{i}(YB))
|||| ||||
(sprB(Y ))
(.)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (/{i}(YB))
Hence to show that (.) is a weak equivalence, it suSces to prove that the map p
is a weak equivalence. But the target of p is the homotopy coDbre of (o), hence it
suSces to show (Z)  ∗. But this is clear since computing the homotopy coDbre of
Z in i-direction results in a cube with contractible components.
Let  ◦ s˜pr(Y ) denote the presheaf C →  ◦ s˜prC(Y ), and recall the forgetful func-
tor V : pPN (G)→G-kTop〈N〉0∗ . Lemma 3.8.3 asserts that there is a canonical map
(Y )→ lim← ◦ V ( ◦ s˜pr(Y )). By passing to the adjoint map (Lemma 3.6.8) we ob-
tain a natural map ; :  0 ◦ (Y )→ ◦ s˜pr(Y ) and, by suspending twice, a natural
transformation 2 ◦  0 ◦ → .
We give a graphical representation of ; in the case N = 〈1〉:
∗ −−−−−−−−−→ (Y ) ∧M{0} 
(Y ) ∧M{1} −−−−−→ (Y ) ∧M{0;1}
;−−→
∗ −−−−−−−−−→ (spr{0}(Y )) 
(spr{1}(Y )) −−−−−→ (spr{0;1}(Y ))
The left square is the picture of  0 ◦ (Y ), the right square symbolizes  ◦ s˜pr(Y ).
Lemma 3.8.7. Suppose G is co,brant as an object of kTop∗. Then the natural map
2 ◦  0 ◦ (Y )→ (Y ) constructed above is an h{0}-equivalence for weakly co,brant
objects Y ∈PN (G).
As an immediate consequence of this lemma and Lemma 3.8.5(1), we have:
Corollary 3.8.8. Suppose G is co,brant as an object of kTop∗. Then the two functors
2 ◦  0 ◦ and n+2; restricted to weakly co,brant objects; are connected by a chain
of h{0}-equivalences.
Proof of Lemma 3.8.7. There is a canonical map Y ∧MA→ s˜prA(Y ); its B-component
is given by the composite of the structure maps YB→YB∪A and the MA-action on
YB∪A. The A-component of ; is the image of this map Y ∧ MA→ s˜prA(Y ) under 
since  0◦(Y )A =(Y )∧MA ∼= (Y ∧MA). Let us agree to use the letter B as indexing
set for the presheaves Y and s˜prA(Y ), and we will write b to indicate that  belongs
to this indexing set B. Similarly, let A denote the indexing set for the presheaves
 0 ◦ b(Y ) and b ◦ s˜pr(Y ) with corresponding global sections functor a. Then the
lemma asserts that
a ◦ 2(;) : a ◦ 2 ◦  0 ◦ b(Y )→a ◦ N =a ◦ 2 ◦ b ◦ s˜pr(Y )
is a weak homotopy equivalence.
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Using the identiDcation of ;A from the beginning of the proof, we can combine both
directions (A-direction and B-direction) into a “hypercube”: the lemma is equivalent to
the claim that the map of N  N -cubes
OPN ∧˜Y → s˜pr(Y ) (∗)
becomes a weak equivalence after application of 2 ◦ , where the source is the
“external tensor product” of OPN and Y , i.e., the N  N -cube A  B → OAPN ∧ YB
(this is a diagram in G-kTop∗ because of the G-action of Y
B), and the target is the
functor
s˜pr(Y ) : N  N →G-kTop∗; A B(s˜prA(Y ))B:
For N = 〈1〉, the source of the map (∗) is a four-dimensional cube. It has the
following graphical representation:
∗ −−→ ∗ 
∗ −−→ ∗
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
∗ −−−→ M{0} ∧ Y {0} 
M{0} ∧ Y {1} → M{0} ∧ Y {0;1}

∗ −−−−−−−−→ M{1} ∧ Y {0} 
M{1} ∧ Y {1} −−→ M{1} ∧ Y {0;1}
−−→
∗ −−−−−−−−→ M{0;1} ∧ Y {0} 
M{0;1} ∧ Y {1} −−−→ M{0;1} ∧ Y {0;1}
Here the “B-direction” is encoded into the small squares, the A-direction is the large
square. Similarly, the target of (∗) has the following picture:
∗ −−→ ∗ 
∗ −−→ ∗
−−−−−−−−−→
∗ −−−→ Y {0}∪{0} 
Y {1}∪{0} −−→ Y {0;1}∪{0}

∗−−−−−−−→ Y {0}∪{1} 
Y {1}∪{1} −−−→ Y {0;1}∪{1}
−−→
∗ −−−−−−−→ Y {0}∪{0;1} 
Y {1}∪{0;1} −−→ Y {0;1}∪{0;1}
In informal language, the result of computing  “in B-direction” (i.e., evaluating b)
is the map ;A. But computing b Drst and then applying a is the same (up to natural
isomorphism) as applying  to the “hypercube”, which in turn is the same as Drst
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computing a, then applying b. Symbolically, this change of preference is depicted as
follows for the source of (∗):
∗ −−→ ∗ 
∗ −−→ ∗
−−−−−−−−−→
∗ −−−−−→ M{0} ∧ Y {0} 
M{1} ∧ Y {0} −−→ M{0;1} ∧ Y {0}

∗ −−−−−−−→ M{0} ∧ Y {1} 
M{1} ∧ Y {1} −−−→ M{0;1} ∧ Y {1}
−−→
∗ −−−−−−−→ M{0} ∧ Y {0;1} 
M{1} ∧ Y {0;1} −−−→ M{0;1} ∧ Y {0;1}
This is really the same cubical diagram as before. The right upper small square is
OP1 ∧Y {0}, and similarly for the other small squares. There is a similar picture for the
target of (∗):
∗ −−−→ ∗ 
∗ −−→ ∗
−−−−−−−−−→
∗ −−−−−−−→ Y {0}∪{0} 
Y {0}∪{1} −−−→ Y {0}∪{0;1}

∗ −−−−−−−→ Y {1}∪{0} 
Y {1}∪{1} −−−→ Y {1}∪{0;1}
−−−→
∗ −−−−−−−→ Y {0;1}∪{0} 
Y {0;1}∪{1} −−−→ Y {0;1}∪{0;1}
Computing “in A-direction”, i.e., evaluating a, results in a map of N -cubes. Its
B-component is given by
6 :a(OPN ∧ YB)→a(s˜pr(Y )B):
We want to show that this map is a weak homotopy equivalence after two suspensions
(for all non-empty B ⊆ N ). Then application of 2 ◦ b gives a weak homotopy
equivalence (Corollary 2:2:3(2)), hence the double suspension of the map (∗) is an
h{0}-equivalence as claimed.
Now s˜pr(Y )B is the same as sprB(Y ) which can be seen by tracing the deDnitions.
The source of 6 is isomorphic to (OPN ) ∧ YB. Choose some i∈B. The map . from
Lemma 3.8.6 is an h{0}-equivalence. Since weak homotopy equivalences satisfy the
saturation axiom, it suSces to show that (.) ◦ 6 is a weak homotopy equivalence.
DeDne the map 5 :OPN → /{i}(S0) by mapping all non-basepoints of M{i} into the
non-basepoint of S0. Picture for N = 〈1〉 and i=1:
∗ −−−→M{0} 
M{1} −−→ M{0;1}
5−−→
∗ −−→ ∗ 
S0 −−→ ∗
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Tracing the deDnitions shows that (5∧ idYB) ∼= (.) ◦6. Since YB is coDbrant as a
G-space and hence as an object of kTop∗ (Proposition 2.1.1(3)), and since (5∧ id) ∼=
(5) ∧ id, it suSces to show that 2(5) is an h{0}-equivalence.
Recall the cube W:=WN (0) from Lemma 3.7.3. There is a map
! :W→ /∅(S0) ∨ /{i}(S0)
deDned similar to 5 and Dtting into the following commutative diagram:
OPN −−−−−−−→ W−−−−−−−−−→ /∅(S0)
5
 !  id
/{i}(S0) −−−→/∅(S0) ∨ /{i}(S0)−−−→ /∅(S0)
Note that the two horizontal maps on the left are f-coDbrations of objects in kTop〈N〉∗ ,
and the two cubes on the right are the coDbres of these (strict coDbres). Hence by
Corollary 2.2.3(1) application of 2 ◦  yields a map of two coDbre sequences:
2 ◦ (OPN ) −−−−−−−→ 2 ◦ (W) −−−−−−−→ 2 ◦ (/∅(S0))
2◦(5)
 2◦(!)  id
2 ◦ (/{i}(S0)) −→2 ◦ (/∅(S0) ∨ /{i}(S0))−→ 2 ◦ (/∅(S0))
The two spaces in the middle are contractible (by Lemma 3.7.3 for the upper space,
by computing  in i-direction for the lower space). Consequently, the vertical map in
the middle induces an isomorphisms on homology groups. By the Dve lemma (applied
to the long exact sequence of homology groups) this is true also for 2 ◦ (5) which
proves that 2(5) is an h{0}-equivalence.
4. Algebraic K -theory
4.1. Finiteness in projective space
We deDne diMerent Dniteness conditions and show that they are well behaved in the
sense that weak equivalences and formation of pushouts preserve Dniteness. The main
tool is the existence of the two model structures on pPN (G) (cf. Section 3.4).
For the rest of the paper, we assume that N is a non-empty Dnite set with n + 1
elements, and that G is a topological monoid with zero which is coDbrant as an object
of kTop∗.
De!nition 4.1.1. An object Y of PN (G) is called locally ,nite if all its components YA
are Dnite (and hence coDbrant) in their respective categories, i.e., if YA ∈Cf(G ∧MA)
for all non-empty A ⊆ N . The full subcategory of these objects is denoted by PNf (G).
An object Y ∈PN (G) is called homotopy ,nite if all its components are homotopy Dnite
in their respective categories. We say that Y is ,nitely dominated if Y is a retract of
a homotopy Dnite sheaf. Finally, we call Y stably ,nitely dominated if kY is Dnitely
dominated for some k¿ 0. The full subcategories of locally coDbrant objects which
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are homotopy Dnite, Dnitely dominated and stably Dnitely dominated will, respectively,
be denoted by PNhf (G), P
N
fd(G) and P
N
sfd(G).
We will also need the full subcategory YP
N
f (G) of objects which are locally Dnite
and strongly coDbrant. Finally, let NP
N
sfd(G) denote the full subcategory of stably Dnitely
dominated, weakly coDbrant objects.
We have deDned a sequence
YP
N
f (G) ⊆ PNf (G) ⊆ PNhf (G) ⊆ PNfd(G) ⊆ PNsfd(G) ⊆ NP
N
sfd(G)
of full subcategories of pPN (G). It is the purpose of this paper to deDne and study
the algebraic K-theory of PNsfd(G). We will indicate how it compares to alternative
deDnitions of the K-theory of projective space.
Lemma 4.1.2. All the following conditions are equivalent for a locally co,brant object
Y ∈PN (G):
(1) For all i∈N; the component Y {i} is an object of Chf (G ∧M{i}).
(2) There is a locally ,nite; strongly co,brant object Z ∈PN (G) and a weak equiv-
alence Z→Y .
(3) There is a locally ,nite Z ∈PN (G) and a chain of weak equivalences in pPN (G)
connecting Y and Z .
(4) Y is homotopy ,nite.
Proof. Condition (1) is a special case of (4). Conversely, assume (1) holds. Fix a
non-empty subset A ⊆ N , and choose i∈A. By hypothesis Y {i} ∈Chf (G ∧ M{i}).
Since Y is a sheaf, we know that YA and Y {i}[t−1A ] are weakly equivalent (Corollary
3.3.4). But the latter space is homotopy Dnite since inverting the action of tA preserves
homotopy Dniteness by Lemma 2.1.2(3). This holds for all A, hence Y is homotopy
Dnite.
Condition (3) is a special case of (2). Moreover, (3) implies (4) since an object of
C(G∧MA) is homotopy Dnite if it is connected through a chain of weak equivalences
in (G ∧MA)-kTop∗ to a homotopy Dnite object.
It remains to prove (4) ⇒ (2). So assume (4) holds. By the Whitehead theorem
[2, 4:24], there are spaces NZ
A ∈Cf (G ∧ MA) and mutually inverse (MA-equivariant)
homotopy equivalences (in the strong sense) 5A :YA→ NZA and N6A : NZA→YA. DeDne
Z{j}:= NZ
{j}
and 6{j}:= N6
{j}
for all j∈N .
Let A ⊆ N , and suppose that by induction ZB and 6B have already been constructed
for all proper subsets B ⊂ A. DeDne a map LAZ→ NZA as the composite
LAZ −→LAY −→YA 5
A
−→ NZA;
where LA denotes the Ath latching space functor (Section 3.4—this makes sense because
the deDnition of LAZ involves only those spaces ZB for proper non-empty subsets
B ⊂ A). By choice of 5A and N6A, the two maps LAZ→LAY →YA and LAZ→ NZA
N6A→YA
are homotopic. Let ZA denote the mapping cylinder of LAZ→ NZ . Then a choice of a
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homotopy determines a weak equivalence 6A :ZA→YA, homotopic to N6A, making the
following diagram commute:
LAZ −−→ ZA  6A
LAY −−→ YA
(∗)
We claim that LAZ (and consequently ZA) is a Dnite coDbrant (G ∧ MA)-space.
Choose j∈A. By Lemma 3.4.8(3), we have a pushout square
LA\{j}Z[t
−1
j ] −−−→ ZA\{j}[t−1j ] 
L+{j}A Z −−−−−−−−−→ LAZ
where the upper horizontal map is, by induction, a coDbration between Dnite spaces.
Hence, it suSces to show that the restricted latching space L+{j}A Z is a Dnite coDbrant
(G ∧MA)-equivariant space. This can be shown by induction (note that the restricted
latching space is the latching space of the jth face of Z , i.e., of a lower-dimensional
cube).
The spaces ZA assemble to a presheaf Z ; [-type structure maps are the compos-
ites ZA
s0→ZA[t−1B ]→LBZ→ZB for the inclusion A ⊂ B, where s0 denotes the unit
of the adjunction of · ∧MA MB and the restriction functor from (G ∧ MB)-kTop∗ to
(G ∧MA)-kTop∗ (Lemma 2.1.2(1)). Since Z maps to Y via the weak equivalence 6
(with components 6A constructed above) it is a sheaf (Corollary 3.3.5). It is locally
Dnite since its components ZA are mapping cylinders of maps between Dnite spaces.
Finally, Z is strongly coDbrant since the maps LAZ→ZA are inclusions into a mapping
cylinder by construction of ZA, hence are coDbrations.
Lemma 4.1.3. Suppose NY is a ,nitely dominated sheaf; and suppose that there is a
strongly co,brant sheaf Y and a weak equivalence HY :Y → NY . Then there exists a
strongly co,brant; homotopy ,nite sheaf Q such that Y is a retract of Q.
Proof. By hypothesis, NY is a retract of a homotopy Dnite object NQ. Call retraction and
section Nr and Ns, respectively. Choose a strongly coDbrant Q˜ and a weak equivalence
HQ : Q˜→ NQ. The object Q˜ is homotopy Dnite since it maps to NQ via a weak equivalence.
By 5.8 of [2] we can form H−1Y ◦ Nr ◦ HQ in HopPN (G), and since Y is c-Dbrant we
can represent this composite by a map r˜ : Q˜→Y in pPN (G) [2, 5:11]. Similarly, we
can represent H−1Q ◦ Ns ◦ HY by a morphism s˜ :Y → Q˜. Since Nr ◦ Ns= id NY , we know that
r˜ ◦ s˜= idY in HopPN (G), i.e., the maps r˜ ◦ s˜ and idY are homotopic. Let Q denote the
mapping cylinder of s˜. A choice of homotopy yields a map Q→Y with section given
by the inclusion Y →Q. Moreover, Q is homotopy Dnite since Q˜ is.
Lemma 4.1.4. The classes of homotopy ,nite; ,nitely dominated and weakly co,brant
stably ,nitely dominated objects of PN (G) are closed under weak equivalences.
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Proof. For homotopy Dnite objects this holds by deDnition of homotopy Dniteness.
Suppose Z is connected by a chain of weak equivalences to the Dnitely dominated
sheaf NY . Choose a strongly coDbrant sheaf Y and a weak equivalence HY :Y → NY .
According to Lemma 4.1.3 there exists a strongly coDbrant, homotopy Dnite sheaf Q
such that Y is a retract of Q. Call section and retraction s and r, respectively.
The objects Z and Y are connected by a chain of weak equivalences. Since Z is
strongly coDbrant and Y is Dbrant with respect to the c-structure, this chain induces a
weak equivalence I :Y →Z in pPN (G).
Factor s :Y →Q as a c-coDbration Y →P followed by a weak equivalence P→Q,
and observe that P is homotopy Dnite since Q is. There is a map
Z ∪Y P→Z induced by id :Z→Z and the composite P→Q r→Y I→Z ; this map has a
section given by the canonical map Z→Z ∪Y P. Hence Z is a retract of Z ∪Y P. But
by the gluing lemma (which is valid for coDbrant objects) the map P→Z ∪Y P is a
weak equivalence whence the pushout is homotopy Dnite. This shows that Z is Dnitely
dominated as claimed.
Now assume Z is weakly coDbrant and weakly equivalent to a weakly coDbrant,
stably Dnitely dominated object Y through a chain of weak equivalences. Choose a
c-coDbrant object NY together with a weak equivalence NY ∼→Y . Since NY is weakly
equivalent to Z , we Dnd a weak equivalence NY →Z . We have constructed a chain
of weak equivalences Y ← NY →Z . All three spaces are weakly coDbrant, hence
kY ← k NY →kZ is a chain of weak equivalences. But if k is large, the object on
the left is Dnitely dominated by hypothesis, and the previous case asserts that k(Z)
is Dnitely dominated.
Lemma 4.1.5. (1) Let ? denote any of the subscripts f ; hf ; fd or sfd. Suppose
Z 5←Y .→P is a diagram in PN? (G); and the map Y →P is an f-co,bration (Proposition
3:4:4). Then the pushout exists in PN? (G); and the map Z→Z∪Y P is an f-co,bration.
(2) If Z ← Y →P is a diagram in NPNsfd(G) and the map Y →P is a weak co,bration
(De,nition 3:4:5); then the pushout exists in NP
N
sfd(G); and the map Z→Z ∪Y P is a
weak co,bration.
Proof. We prove (1) only, the other assertion being similar.
In all cases we can form the pushout in the ambient category pPN (G). Since the
class of coDbrations in (G∧MA)-kTop∗ is closed under cobase changes, we know that
the map Z→Z ∪Y P is an f-coDbration; in particular, the pushout is locally coDbrant.
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We have to show that the result satisDes the sheaf condition. By Corollary 3.3.4 it
suSces to show that for all inclusions  :A→B of non-empty subsets of N , the map
(Z ∪Y P)] : (Z ∪Y P)A[t−1B ]→ (Z ∪Y P)B (∗)
is a weak equivalence. But since pushouts are calculated pointwise in pPN (G) and
·[t−1B ] commutes with pushouts, it is isomorphic to the map induced on pushouts of
top and bottom row
ZA[t−1B ]←−− YA[t−1B ] −−→ PA[t−1B ]
Z]
 Y ]   P]
ZB ←−−−−−− YB −−−−−−−→ PB
where the two horizontal maps on the right are coDbrations since ·[t−1A ] preserves
coDbrations by Lemma 2.1.2(2). All vertical maps are weak equivalences since Z; Y
and P are sheaves. Hence the gluing lemma (in (G ∧MB)-kTop∗) asserts that (∗) is
indeed a weak equivalence.
Standard model category arguments similar to those exhibited in the previous lemmas
show that Z ∪Y P satisDes the correct Dniteness condition. We omit the details.
4.2. Finiteness of global sections
De!nition 4.2.1. For j∈Z and k ∈N, a j-twisted k-cell is the sheaf  j(k+ ∧ G); its
boundary is given by  j(@k+ ∧ G) with the obvious inclusion into the cell. A sheaf
Y ∈PN (G) is globally ,nite if it can be obtained from the zero sheaf by attaching
Dnitely many twisted cells (not necessarily in order of increasing dimension).
Remark 4.2.2. Suppose Y ∈PN (G) is globally Dnite, and let  :A→B denote an in-
clusion of non-empty subsets of N .
(1) The sheaf Y is locally Dnite and locally coDbrant.
(2) The structure maps Y [ :Y
A→YB are injective.
(3) The structure maps Y ] :Y
A[t−1B ]→YB are isomorphisms.
(4) If Y is globally Dnite, so are k(Y ) and Nk(Y ).
The following lemma is implicit in [4, 5:2].
Lemma 4.2.3. If Y ∈PN (G) is a globally ,nite sheaf; the space (Y ) is stably ,nitely
dominated as a G-space.
Proof. For Y = ∗ we have nothing to prove. Now assume Y is obtained from Z by
attaching a cell, i.e., Y =Z ∪ j(@k+∧G)  j(k+ ∧ G) for some j∈Z and k¿ 0. Assume
by induction that (Z) is a stably Dnitely dominated space. Since  commutes with
pushouts (Corollary 2.2.3(3)) we know that the canonical map
(Z)∪( j(@k+∧G))( j(k+ ∧ G))→(Y )
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is an isomorphism. All spaces on the left are known to be stably Dnitely dominated
(use the induction hypothesis for (Z), 3:7:4 and 3:7:5 for the other two spaces),
and the map ( j(@k+ ∧ G))→( j(k+ ∧ G)) is a coDbration since the functor
·∧G : kTop∗→G-kTop∗ maps coDbrations in kTop∗ to coDbrations in G-kTop∗ (apply
Lemma 2.1.2(2)),  j maps coDbrations to f-coDbrations (apply Lemma 2.1.2(2) com-
ponentwise), and  preserves coDbrations by Corollary 2.2.3(1). Hence, the pushout is
stably Dnitely dominated.
Lemma 4.2.4 (Extending coherent sheaves to PN ; H)uttemann et al. [4, 3:4]). Given a
,nite space T ∈C(G ∧ M{n}); there exists a globally ,nite sheaf Y ∈Pn(G) with
Y {n}=T .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of cells of T . For T = ∗ choose Y = ∗.
Now assume T = S∪@C C where C =‘+∧G∧M{n} is an equivariant cell. By induction
we have a globally Dnite sheaf Z ∈PN with Z{n}= S.
The boundary of C has a compact subspace @C0:=@‘+ ∧ {0; 1} ∧ {0}+. Let 5{n} :
@C0→Z{n} denote the restriction of the attaching map. Fix i∈ [n] \ {n}. By Remark
4.2.2(3) the maps Z{i}[t−1n ]→Z{i; n} are isomorphisms. Identify the target with the
colimit of the (second) telescope construction (Lemma 3.2.6(2)) for inverting the action
of tn on Z{i}. Since all maps in the telescope are coDbrations in kTop∗ by Lemma
2.1.3 and Proposition 2.1.1(3), the composite
@C0
5{n}−→Z{n}−→Z{i; n}
factors as @C0
5{i}−−→Z{i} t
ki
i t
−ki
n−−−→Z{i; n} for some ki¿ 0 (smallness of compact spaces; this
is similar to Lemma 3.2.7). Since all ki can be enlarged, we may assume that all ki
have the same value k¿ 0.
We claim that for all A ⊆ [n] and i; j∈A the diagram
@C0
5{i}−−−→ Z{i}
5{j}
  tki t−ka
Z{j} −−−→
tkj t
−k
a
ZA
(∗)
commutes where a:=max(A); lower and right maps are structure maps in Nk(Z) (cf.
DeDnition 3.6.3). To see this it is suScient to show that both maps from upper left
to lower right are coequalized by the map ZA
tka t
−k
n−−−→Z [n] since the latter is injective by
Remark 4.2.2(2) and (4). So consider the following diagram:
@C0
5{i}−−−−→ Z{i} t
k
i t
−k
a−−−→ ZA
5{n}
 tki t−kn   tka t−kn
Z{n} −−−→ Z{i; n} −−−→ Z [n]
The left square commutes by construction of 5{i}, the square on the right commutes
since it consists of structure maps of Nk(Z). The composition of the lower maps is
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the structure map Z{n}→Z [n]. Thus the composite @C0→Z [n] from upper left to lower
right is independent of i which proves commutativity of (∗).
DeDne 5A : @C0→ZA as the unique map from upper left to lower right in diagram
(∗). By virtually the same argument as before (map everything into Z [n]) we can show
that the 5A are compatible with the structure maps of Nk(Z), i.e., they assemble to a map
@C0→ lim← V ( Nk(Z)), where V denotes the forgetful functor pPN (G)→G-kTop〈N〉0∗ .
Hence we obtain, by passing to the adjoint map, a morphism f :  −k(@C0)→Z (note
that Lemma 3.6.8 applies since k and Nk are isomorphic functors, cf. Lemma 3.6.4(3)),
and by construction f{n} coincides with the given attaching map in T . DeDne Y by
attaching an ‘-cell with twist −k to Z . Then Y is globally Dnite. On {n}-components,
attaching the twisted cell amounts to attaching a free (G ∧ M{n})-eqivariant cell to
Z{n}= S along the given attaching map, hence Y {n}=T .
Lemma 4.2.5 (Extending morphisms of sheaves; H)uttemann et al. [4, 3:5]). Let Y
and Z be objects of Pn(G). Suppose Z is globally ,nite; and suppose Y is locally
,nite and strongly co,brant. Let g :Y {n}→Z{n} be a given (G ∧ M{n})-equivariant
map. Then there exists an integer k¿ 0 and a morphism f :Y → Nk(Z) with f{n}= g.
Proof. The proof consists of three steps: Drst we construct maps fA :YA→ZA for
A ⊆ [n] with n∈A which are compatible with the structure maps of Y and Z . (In
other words: if Y and Z are considered as cubical diagrams, we construct a natural
transformation from the n-face of Y to the n-face of Z .) The second step is to extend
this partial map to a map of (n+1)-cubes (we have to twist Z to do this). In the last
step, we check that the components fA constructed before Dt together.
Step 1: We proceed by induction on s:=#A. Start by deDning f{n}:=g. If A= {j; n},
we claim that the map Y {n}[t−1j ]→Y {j;n} is an acyclic coDbration. Indeed, by Lemma
3.4.8(4) we know that the map L+{n}{j;n}Y →Y {j;n} is a coDbration. But L+{n}{j;n}Y =Y {n}[t−1j ]
by deDnition of restricted latching spaces, and the map is a ]-type structure map of Y .
Since Y is a sheaf, it is a weak equivalence by Corollary 3.3.4. Hence, we can choose
a (dotted) lift f{j;n} in the following diagram:
(Here  denotes the inclusion {n}→{j; n}.) This lift is compatible with the structure
maps of Y and Z : by passing to adjoint maps, we obtain from the above diagram the
following commutative square:
Y {n}
f{n}−−−→ Z{n}
Y [
  Z[
Y {j;n}
f{j; n}−−→ Z{j;n}
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Now assume s=#A¿ 3. We give a formulation of the induction hypothesis:
(i)s We have compatible maps fB for all proper subsets B of A containing n, i.e., if
 denotes an inclusion B→C of proper subsets of A with n∈B, the following
diagram commutes:
YB
fB−−−→ ZB
Y[
  Z[
Y C −−→
fC
ZC
(ii)s If B is a proper subset of C with n∈B, and C is a proper subset of A with
#C =#A− 1= s− 1, the canonical map L+BC Y →YC is an acyclic coDbration, and
the source is coDbrant as an object of (G ∧MC)-kTop∗.
To start the induction, we still have to check condition (ii)3, i.e., the case #A=3.
But then necessarily B= {n} and C = {j; n} for some j, and we have checked above
that the map Y {n}[t−1j ]→Y {j;n} is an acyclic coDbration. Moreover, the source of this
map is coDbrant in (G ∧M{j;n})-kTop∗ since Y {n} is coDbrant in (G ∧M{n})-kTop∗
(apply Lemma 2.1.2(2)).
Assume now that conditions (i)s and (ii)s are satisDed. Consider the following
diagram (the restricted latching space functor L+{n}A has been deDned in DeDnition
3.4.7):
(∗∗)
The left arrow in the Drst row is induced by the maps fB of (i)s. The second map
in the Drst row and the left vertical map are the canonical maps of Lemma 3.4.8(4).
In particular, the left vertical map is a coDbration. To construct the dotted lift, it thus
suSces to show that the left vertical map is a weak equivalence.
Choose a Dltration of A
{n}=C1 ⊂ C2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cs−1 ⊂ Cs =A
with #Ci = i. By iterated application of Lemma 3.4.8(2) we see that the map
L+Cs−1A Y →YA factors as
L+Cs−1A Y →L+Cs−2A Y → · · · →L+C1A Y →YA: (∗)
By Lemma 3.4.8(4) the last map is a coDbration. All the other maps in this factoriza-
tion are acyclic coDbrations: Dx i with 1¡i6 s − 1, and write Ci =Ci−1
∐{j}. By
induction hypothesis (ii)s, the map L
+Ci−1
A\{j}Y →YA\{j} is an acyclic coDbration, hence so
is L+Ci−1A\{j}Y [t
−1
j ]→YA\{j}[t−1j ] (Lemma 2.1.2(2) applies since the source is coDbrant by
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induction hypothesis). By Lemma 3.4.8(3) we have a pushout square
L+Ci−1A\{j}Y [t
−1
j ] −−−−→ YA\{j}[t−1j ] 
L+CiA Y −−−−−−−−−→ L+Ci−1A Y
which shows that the lower map (appearing also in (∗)) is an acyclic coDbration.
Write A=Cs−1
∐{j}. Then the leftmost space in (∗) is L+Cs−1A Y =YA\{j}[t−1j ] by
deDnition of restricted latching spaces. Since YA\{j} is coDbrant, this proves that all
spaces appearing in (∗) are coDbrant. Moreover, the composite map (∗) is a ]-type
structure map of Y , hence a weak equivalence. This shows that the rightmost map of
(∗) is a weak equivalence.
The above arguments apply for all A with s elements, and for all Dltrations. This
proves (ii)s+1.
We also have shown that the left vertical map in (∗∗) is an acyclic coDbration,
hence the lift fA exists. This map is compatible with the fB constructed earlier since
the structure maps of Y and Z are encoded in the restricted latching spaces. Hence
(i)s+1 holds.
Step 2: We commence now with the construction of maps fA for A ⊆ [n − 1].
Given such a set A, consider the composite map YA−→YA
∐{n}fA∐{n}−−−→ZA∐{n} where
the second map is as constructed in step 1, and the Drst map is a [-type structure
map of Y . Since Z is globally Dnite, we have ZA
∐{n} ∼= ZA[t−1n ], and Dniteness of YA
guarantees that we can factor this map as YA
fA−−→ZAt
kA
m ·t−kAn−−−→ZA
∐{n} with m=max(A)
and some kA¿ 0 (apply Lemma 3.2.8). Since all kA may be enlarged independently,
we may assume that all kA, for the various A ⊆ [n− 1], have the same value k.
Step 3: We claim that all the diMerent maps fA constructed in steps 1 and 2 assemble
to a map of diagrams Y → Nk(Z). So assume B=A
∐{j} ⊆ [n]. We have to show that
the square
YA
fA−−→ ZA  tkmt−k‘
Y B −−→
fB
ZB
(∗)
commutes (where m=max(A), ‘=max(B), and the right vertical arrow is the structure
map of Nk(Z)).
(a) If n∈A this follows from the construction of the fA in step 1 of this proof since
m= ‘ in this case, and the right vertical map in (∗) coincides with the ([-type)
structure map in Z .
(b) If j= n (and, consequently, ‘= n) this follows from the construction of fA in
step 2.
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(c) Now assume n ∈ B, and consider the following cube:
The front face is diagram (∗). The back face of this cube is commutative by
(a), for upper and lower face commutativity follows from (b). The left and right
face commute by deDnition of the structure maps of Y and Nk(Z), respectively.
This shows that the two composite maps from initial to terminal vertex, given
by YA
fA−→ZA t
k
mt
−k
‘−−−→ZB t
k
‘ t
−k
n−−−→ZB
∐{n} and YA→YB fB→ZB tk‘ t−kn−−−→ZB∐{n}, are equal.
But the last map in these compositions is injective since Nk(Z) is globally Dnite
(Remark 4.2.2(2) and (4)). Hence the front face commutes as well.
Proposition 4.2.6 (Finiteness of global sections; H)uttemann et al. [4, 5:2]). The
global sections functor  maps objects of NP
N
sfd(G) to stably ,nitely dominated G-spaces.
The proof will show that even for a locally Dnite sheaf Y , the space (Y ) is, in
general, only stably Dnitely dominated, not Dnitely dominated.
Proof of Proposition 4.2.6. Let P denote a weakly coDbrant object of PNsfd(G). We
can Dnd a strongly coDbrant sheaf Z and a weak equivalence Z→P. Since Z is stably
Dnitely dominated (Lemma 4.1.4), we know that there exists k¿ 0 such that k(Z) is
a retract of a strongly coDbrant, homotopy Dnite sheaf Q (Lemma 4.1.3). By Lemma
4.1.2(2) we Dnd a strongly coDbrant, locally Dnite sheaf Y and a weak equivalence
Y →Q. Now  preserves weak equivalences between weakly coDbrant objects (by
Corollary 2.2.3(2)) and retractions (by functoriality), and commutes with suspensions.
Hence it suSces to show that a strongly coDbrant, locally Dnite object Y is mapped
to a stably Dnitely dominated space.
Assume N = [n]. We proceed by induction on the dimension; for n=0, nothing has
to be shown (since NP
0
sfd(G)=Csfd(G) and = id).
Now assume the statement is true for n − 1, and let Y ∈ YPNf (G) be given. Choose
a globally Dnite object Z with Z{n}=Y {n} (Lemma 4.2.4). By Lemma 4.2.5, we can
extend the identity map of Y {n} to a morphism f :Y → Nk(Z) for some k¿ 0 such that
f{n}= idY{n} . For A ⊆ [n] with n∈A, let  : {n}→A denote the inclusion. Consider
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the following diagram:
Y {n}[t−1A ]
id−−−→ Nk(Z){n}[t−1A ] =Y {n}[t−1A ]
Y ]
  N(Z)]
Y A −−−−−−−−−→
fA
Nk(Z)A
The vertical maps are the ]-type structure maps of Y and Nk(Z), respectively. They are
weak equivalences since Y and Nk(Z) are locally coDbrant sheaves (Corollary 3.3.4).
Hence the components fA with n∈A are weak equivalences.
Let Cf denote the (pointwise) mapping cone of f (i.e., the space CAf is given by
the homotopy coDbre of the map fA). Since  commutes with pushouts and preserves
coDbrations, we have a coDbration sequence (Y )
(f)→ ( Nk(Z))→(Cf). By Lemma
4.2.3 the space ( Nk(Z)) is stably Dnitely dominated. Hence it suSces to show that
the space on the right is stably Dnitely dominated. (By using a Puppe sequence type
argument, one can show that if two out of three spaces in a coDbration sequence are
stably Dnitely dominated, so is the third. We omit the details.)
DeDne NY ∈Pn−1(G) as the object A → CAf where the spaces CAf are equipped with
the restricted action (restriction along the inclusions MAn−1 ⊂ MAn ). (If we consider Cf
as a diagram having the shape of an n-simplex, the presheaf NY is just the nth face of
Cf.) There is an obvious map o :Cf→ >n( NY ) of diagrams in G-kTop∗ (not of sheaves)
given by the identity and constant maps to the basepoint, respectively.
For n=2, we have the following picture:
This map is a weak equivalence in G-kTop〈N〉∗ by construction of f: it is given by
identity maps (on A-components with n ∈ A), or maps between contractible spaces
(since fA is a weak equivalence if n∈A by the above). Moreover, NY is a sheaf since
Cf is.
Caution: o is not a map in pPN (G) since it fails to be equivariant with respect to
the MAn -actions. For example, in the picture we have t2 acting trivially on the spaces
on the lower face in the target (by deDnition of extension by zero >n), but acting
non-trivially in the source; maps are identities on underlying spaces.
Recall that  ◦ >n( NY ) ∼=  ◦ ( NY ) by Lemma 3.7.2. Hence the weak equivalence o
shows that (Cf) is stably Dnitely dominated if NY is.
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By its construction as the pointwise homotopy coDbre of a map between Dnite
(G ∧MAn )-spaces, we know that NYA =(Cf)A is a Dnite (G ∧MAn )-space. Moreover, Cf
is a sheaf. Hence if  denotes the inclusion A→A∐{n}, we have a weak equivalence
NY
A
[t−1n ] = (Cf)
A[t−1n ]
(Cf)
]
−−−→(Cf)A
∐{n}  ∗:
In this situation, we can apply Lemma 3:2:9 to conclude that for each A ⊆ [n−1], the
space  NY
A ∨ NYA is homotopy Dnite as a (G∧MAn−1)-space, i.e.,  NY ∨ NY is a homotopy
Dnite object of Pn−1(G). This implies that the sheaf NY ∈Pn−1(G) (which is a retract of
 NY ∨ NY ) is Dnitely dominated. In addition, NY is certainly weakly coDbrant since Cf is
locally coDbrant as an object of Pn(G) (apply Proposition 2.1.1(2) to the components
of NY ). Hence the induction hypothesis applies, asserting that ( NY ) is stably Dnitely
dominated as claimed.
4.3. K-theory structures
Lemma 4.3.1. Let ? denote one of the subscripts f; hf; fd or sfd.
(1) The f-co,brations (Proposition 3:4:4) and h-equivalences make PN? (G) into a cat-
egory with co,brations and weak equivalences satisfying the saturation axiom.
The pointwise mapping cylinder construction equips PN? (G) with a cylinder func-
tor satisfying the cylinder axiom.
(2) The c-co,brations (Proposition 3:4:1) and h-equivalences make YP
N
f (G) into a cat-
egory with co,brations and weak equivalences satisfying the saturation axiom.
The pointwise mapping cylinder construction equips YP
N
f (G) with a cylinder func-
tor satisfying the cylinder axiom.
Proof. (1) Axioms (Cof 1), (Cof 2) and (Weq 1) hold by deDnition, and (Cof 3) has
been checked in Lemma 4.1.5(1). Axiom (Weq 2), the gluing lemma, follows from
the fact that in any model category the gluing lemma is valid for coDbrant objects.
The saturation axiom holds since PN? (G) is a full subcategory of a model category.
Concerning the cylinder functor the only non-trivial thing to verify is that the map-
ping cylinder construction respects Dniteness. For ?= f , this follows from the fact that
it preserves Dniteness on each component. In all other cases, the mapping cylinder is
weakly equivalent to the target of the map, hence is an object of PN? (G) by Lemma
4.1.4.
(2) This is similar to (1).
Proposition 4.3.2 (Models for the K-theory of projective space; H)uttemann et al.
[4, 3.3]).
(1) The inclusion YP
N
f (G)→PNf (G) induces an equivalence on S•-constructions.
(2) The inclusion PNf (G)→PNhf (G) induces an equivalence on S•-constructions.
(3) The inclusion PNhf (G)→PNfd(G) induces an isomorphism on all K-groups except
possibly on K0.
(4) The inclusion PNfd(G)→PNsfd(G) induces an equivalence on S•-constructions.
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Proof. To prove (1) and (2) it suSces to check that the inclusions of YP
N
f (G) into
PNf (G) and P
N
hf (G) have the approximation property [10, 1.6]. By deDnition both in-
clusions detect weak equivalences, i.e., satisfy (App 1).
Let ? denote the subscript f or hf, and let f :Y →Z be a map in PN? (G) where Y
is an object of ∈ YPNf (G). By Lemma 4.1.2 there is an object P ∈ YP
N
f (G) and a weak
equivalence g :P ∼→Z . We can form g−1 ◦ f in the homotopy category HoPN (G),
and by Dwyer and Spalinski [2, Proposition 5:11] we Dnd a map h :Y →P in PN (G)
representing it. Since g ◦ h and f have the same image in HoPN (G), we infer that
g ◦ h and f are homotopic. A choice of a homotopy yields a factorization Y →Zh→Z
of f where Zh is the mapping cylinder of h. By construction Zh is locally Dnite
and strongly coDbrant and maps to Z via the weak equivalence Zh
∼→ P ∼→ Z . This
proves (App 2).
For (3), we follow the argument given in [4, 3.3(2)]: let Y be an object of PNfd(G).
Then Y is homotopy Dnite if and only if for all i∈N , the component Y {i} is a
homotopy Dnite (G ∧M{i})-space (Lemma 4.1.2). We have maps of abelian groups
H1|hS•Chf (G ∧M{i})|→ H1|hS•Cfd(G ∧M{i})|
with cokernel Hi. The space Y {i} gives rise to an element of H1|hS•Cfd(G ∧M{i})|
by the remarks in [10, p. 329], and Y {i} is homotopy Dnite if and only if the image of
this element in Hi is zero. Thus the sheaf Y determines an element of
∏
i∈N Hi which
is zero if and only if Y is homotopy Dnite.
By the coDnality theorem of [9, 1.10.1], we obtain a Dbration sequence
|hS•PNhf (G)|→|hS•PNfd(G)|→
∏
i∈N
Hi;
where the abelian group on the right has the discrete topology. This proves (3).
For (4), let Ck denote the full subcategory of PNsfd(G) of objects whose kth suspen-
sion is Dnitely dominated. Then PNsfd(G)=
⋃∞
0 Ck and C0 =P
N
fd(G). We have inclu-
sion maps Ck →Ck+1 and suspensions Ck+1 →Ck . Since suspension (considered as an
endofunctor) induces a self-equivalence of S•-constructions by Waldhausen [10, 1.6.2],
we know that the S•-constructions of
⋃∞
0 Ck and C0 are homotopy equivalent.
We have already introduced the notion of hS -equivalences (DeDnition 3.8.1). The
interplay with h-equivalences allows us to use the Dbration theorem of [10]. Fix sets
T ⊆ S ⊆ Z.
De!nition 4.3.3. We deDne PN;Tsfd (G) to be the full subcategory of P
N
sfd(G) consisting
of the objects Y such that ◦j(Y )  ∗ for all j∈T . Similarly, we deDne the category
NP
N;T
sfd (G) as the full subcategory of NP
N
sfd(G) whose objects satisfy  ◦ j(Y )  ∗ for all
j∈T .
Lemma 4.3.4. (1) The axioms for a category with co,brations and weak equivalences
hold for PN;Tsfd (G) with respect to f-co,brations and hS -equivalences. The saturation
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axiom is satis,ed. The mapping cylinder construction provides a cylinder functor; and
the cylinder axiom holds.
(2) The axioms for a category with co,brations and weak equivalences hold for
PN;Tsfd (G) with respect to f-co,brations and h-equivalences. The saturation axiom is
satis,ed. The mapping cylinder construction provides a cylinder functor; and the cylin-
der axiom holds.
(3)The axioms for a category with co,brations and weak equivalences hold for
NP
N;T
sfd (G) with respect to weak co,brations and hS -equivalences. The saturation axiom
is satis,ed. The mapping cylinder construction provides a cylinder functor; and the
cylinder axiom holds.
Proof. We prove (1) only, the other cases being similar. Axioms (Cof 1), (Cof 2) and
(Weq 1) hold by deDnition. The saturation axiom follows from the model category
axioms. To prove (Cof 3), suppose we have a diagram Z ← Y →P with the right
map an f-coDbration. Since PNsfd(G) satisDes axiom (Cof 3) by Lemma 4.3.1(1), the
pushout Z ∪Y P exists in PNsfd(G), and the map Z→Z ∪Y P is an f-coDbration. We
are left to check that the pushout is an object of PN;Tsfd (G), i.e., that for all t ∈T , the
space  ◦ t(Z ∪Y P) is weakly contractible. But  and k commute with pushouts
(the former by Corollary 2.2.3(3), the latter since it is an equivalence of categories by
Lemma 3.6.4(2)). Moreover, every f-coDbration is a weak coDbration, i.e., a pointwise
coDbration in G-kTop〈N〉∗ (cf. remark following DeDnition 3.4.5), and  maps weak
coDbrations to coDbrations (Corollary 2.2.3(1)). Hence the right horizontal maps in the
diagram
 ◦ t(Z)←−−−−−−− ◦ t(Y ) −−−−−−−−→  ◦ t(P)
∼
  ∼  ∼
∗ ←−−−−−−−−−−−−∗−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ∗
are coDbrations of G-spaces, and all three vertical arrows are weak equivalences since
Z; Y and P are objects of PN;Tsfd (G). The gluing lemma in G-kTop∗ then asserts
 ◦ t(Z ∪Y P) ∼=  ◦ t(Z) ∪◦t(Y )  ◦ t(P)  ∗:
The gluing lemma (axiom (Weq 2)) is proved with a similar argument.
The mapping cylinder construction is a cylinder functor by Lemma 4.3.1(1). Since
all h-equivalences between weakly coDbrant objects are in particular hS -equivalences,
the projection from the cylinder is an hS -equivalence. Hence the cylinder axiom holds.
Recall the notion of an exact functor [10, 1.2]. Since we deal with several notions of
weak equivalences, we say a functor is h-exact (or exact with respect to h-equivalences)
if, in particular, it preserves h-equivalences. Similarly, we have hS -exact functors.
Again, if we have a weak equivalence of exact functors, and we want to specify
the notion of weak equivalences, we speak of an h-equivalence of functors, or a weak
equivalence with respect to hS -equivalences.
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Proposition 4.3.5. The hS -exact inclusion P
N;T
sfd (G)→ NP
N;T
sfd (G) induces an equivalence
on S•-constructions with respect to hS -equivalences.
Proof. Exactness of the inclusion functor is obvious. We check that it has the ap-
proximation property. Axiom (App 1) holds by deDnition of weak equivalences (hS -
equivalences in both categories).
Given a map f :Y →Z with Y ∈PN;Tsfd (G) and Z ∈ NP
N;T
sfd (G), we can Dnd a factoriza-
tion f= g◦h with h :Y →P an f-coDbration (making P a locally coDbrant object) and
an acyclic f-Dbration g : P→Z . From Lemma 4.1.4 we infer that P is stably Dnitely
dominated, and since  preserves weak equivalences of weakly coDbrant objects (Corol-
lary 2.2.3(2)) we conclude that P ∈ NPN;Tsfd (G). Application of the approximation theorem
Dnishes the proof.
Lemma 4.3.6. Let ? denote any of the subscripts f, hf, fd or sfd.
(1) The functors ; Nk and k (Section 3:6) are exact endofunctors of PN? (G).
(2) The canonical sheaf functors  k (Section 3:6) are exact functors C?(G)→PN? (G).
(3) The functor : PN? (G)→Csfd(G) (Section 3:7) is exact.
(4) The functor  :PN;Tsfd (G)→ NP
N;T
sfd (G) (Section 3:8) is hS -exact (where T ⊆ S ⊆ Z).
Proof. For the proof we have to gather material from earlier lemmas.
(1) This follows from the fact that coDbrations and weak equivalences are deDned
pointwise. For the case of twisting functors use Lemma 3.6.4.
(2) The A-component of  j(K) is given by K ∧MA. Hence  j is exact (apply Lemma
2.1.2(2) to the morphism G→G∧MA). Combining Lemma 2.1.2(3) with Lemma
4.1.2 it is easy to show that  j preserves all Dniteness notions.
(3) The functor  maps stably Dnitely dominated, locally coDbrant sheaves to stably
Dnitely dominated G-spaces by Proposition 4.2.6. The other conditions have been
checked in 2.2.3.
(4) This follows immediately from Lemma 3.8.5.
Lemma 4.3.7 (Shifting lemma). Suppose F; G : PN;Tsfd (G)→ NP
N;T
sfd (G) are hS -exact
functors; and ; :F→G is a weak equivalence of functors (with respect to hS -
equivalences). Then the induced natural transformation
−k(;k ) : −k ◦ F ◦ k → −k ◦ G ◦ k
is a weak equivalence of hk+S -exact functors where k+S denotes the set {k+s|s∈ S}.
4.4. The splitting theorem
We now head for the main theorem of the paper. For n=1 the splitting theorem has
been proved in Section 6 of [4] (with a slightly diMerent organization of the material).
This section uses virtually everything of the preceding material.
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De!nition 4.4.1. Let G denote a topological monoid with zero. The algebraic K-theory
of G-equivariant non-linear projective N -space is the algebraic K-theory in the sense
of [10, 1.3] of the category PNsfd(G) with respect to f-coDbrations and h-equivalences,
i.e., the space |hS•PNsfd(G)|.
The above deDnition displays, to the author’s taste, the most natural choice of coD-
brations. The Dniteness condition, however, is forced upon us if we want to use the
functor  since it maps locally Dnite sheaves to stably Dnitely dominated spaces.
From now on we will restrict ourselves to the stably Dnitely dominated case. We
will only consider f-coDbrations (Proposition 3.4.4) unless otherwise stated. Let G
denote a topological monoid with zero which is coDbrant as an object of kTop∗, and
let N denote a non-empty Dnite set with n+ 1 elements.
Lemma 4.4.2. For each number k ∈ [n]; the functors
 −k :Csfd(G)→PN; [k−1]sfd (G) and  ◦ k :PN; [k−1]sfd (G)→Csfd(G)
induce equivalences on S•-constructions with respect to h[k]-equivalences in
PN; [k−1]sfd (G). Explicitly; the map
|hS•Csfd(G)|→ |h[k]S•PN; [k−1]sfd (G)|
induced by  −k is a homotopy equivalence; and similarly for  ◦ k .
Proof. By Corollary 3.7.5, the spaces  ◦ j ◦  −k(K)= ◦  j−k(K) are contractible
for all K ∈G-kTop∗ and 06 j¡k. Hence  −k :Csfd(G)→PNsfd(G) factors through
PN; [k−1]sfd (G), so  −k induces a well-deDned map in K-theory. Since  induces a self-
equivalence [10, 1.6.2], it is suScient to show that the map 2 ◦  −k induces an
equivalence on S•-constructions. Now ( ◦ k) ◦ (2 ◦  −k) ∼= 2 ◦  ◦  0  n+2
by Corollary 3.7.4, and the suspension functor induces an isomorphism on homotopy
groups. Thus 2 ◦  −k induces an injection on homotopy groups, and  ◦ k induces a
surjection.
It remains to prove that the functors 2 ◦  −k ◦  ◦ k and n+2 induce homotopic
self-maps on the S•-construction. By Proposition 4.3.5 it is suScient to prove that
they are weakly equivalent as exact functors PN; [k−1]sfd (G)→ NP
N; [k−1]
sfd (G) with respect to
h[k]-equivalences (coDbrations are f-coDbrations in the source and weak coDbrations
in the target). But by Corollary 3.8.8 and Lemma 4.3.6(4), the functors 2 ◦  0 ◦ 
and n+2 are connected by a chain of h{0}-equivalences of functors. Hence
2 ◦  −k ◦  ◦ k ∼= −k ◦ 2 ◦  0 ◦  ◦ k
 −k ◦ n+2 ◦ k (by Corollary 3:8:8)
∼= n+2
with respect to h{k}-equivalences by the shifting lemma (Lemma 4.3.7). We claim
that this is an h[k]-equivalence of functors, i.e., for all j∈ [k], the components of the
natural transformations involved in the chain are mapped to weak equivalences upon
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application of  ◦ j. For j= k this is what we have just checked. For j¡k, observe
that source and target of the components of the natural transformations are objects of
NP
N; [k−1]
sfd (G), hence are mapped to contractible spaces, and any map between contractible
spaces is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Lemma 4.4.3. For k ∈ [n]; the map
K ∨  −k :PN; [k]sfd (G)× Csfd(G)→PN; [k−1]sfd (G); (Y; K) → Y ∨  −k(K)
(where K :PN; [k]sfd (G)→PN; [k−1]sfd (G) symbolizes the inclusion functor and ∨ denotes the
coproduct in PN; [k−1]sfd (G)) induces an equivalence on S•-constructions with respect to
h-equivalences.
Proof. For n=0, i.e., if N is a set with one element, we know k =0; PN; [−1]sfd (G)
=Csfd(G); = id;  −k ∼= id, and PN; [0]sfd (G) is the subcategory of Csfd(G) of con-
tractible spaces. Hence the assertion is true.
So assume N has at least two elements (n¿ 1), and let 2PN; [k]sfd (G) denote the full
subcategory of PN; [k]sfd (G) consisting of objects with simply connected components. This
category inherits the structure of a category with coDbrations and weak equivalences.
Similarly we can deDne all the other categories present in the following square:
hS•2P
N; [k]
sfd (G) −−−→ h[k]S•2PN; [k]sfd (G) 
hS•2P
N; [k−1]
sfd (G) −−−→ h[k]S•2PN; [k−1]sfd (G)
The h[k]-equivalences satisfy the extension axiom in these modiDed categories. Hence
we can apply the Dbration theorem [10, 1.6.4] to conclude that the above square is
homotopy cartesian with contractible upper right corner. This square has a canonical
map into the square
hS•P
N; [k]
sfd (G) −−−→ h[k]S•PN; [k]sfd (G) 
hS•P
N; [k−1]
sfd (G) −−−→ h[k]S•PN; [k−1]sfd (G)
induced by inclusion of categories. There is a map going backwards induced by dou-
ble suspension. But 2, considered as an endofunctor, induces a self-equivalence on
S•-constructions [10, 1.6.2]. Hence the maps of squares are weak equivalences. This
implies that the second square is homotopy cartesian with contractible upper right
corner.
By the previous lemma, n ◦ ◦ k induces a homotopy equivalence from the lower
right space to hS•Csfd(G). Hence we obtain the following homotopy cartesian square:
hS•P
N; [k]
sfd (G) −−−→ h[k]S•PN; [k]sfd (G)  ∗  n◦◦k
hS•P
N; [k−1]
sfd (G) −−−−→n◦◦k hS•Csfd(G)
(∗)
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As in the proof of the previous lemma, we see that the canonical sheaf functor  −k
induces a map Csfd(G)→PN; [k−1]sfd (G). But there is a chain of weak equivalences of
functors
n ◦  ◦ k ◦  −k ∼=  ◦  ◦ k ◦  −k ◦ n−1
∼=  ◦  ◦  0 ◦ n−1
n+1 ◦ n−1 (by Corollary 3:7:4)
∼= 2n;
and 2n induces, on S•-construction, a map which is homotopic to the identity. This
shows that  −k induces a section-up-to-homotopy of the lower horizontal map.
We claim that the composite map
|hS•PN; [k]sfd (G)| × |hS•Csfd(G)|
K× −k−−−→ |hS•PN; [k−1]sfd (G)| × |hS•PN; [k−1]sfd (G)|
∨−−−→ |hS•PN; [k−1]sfd (G)|;
where K is induced by the forgetful functor and ∨ denotes one-point union (the co-
product inducing the H -space structure) is a weak homotopy equivalence. Since source
and target are connected, it suSces to check that the induced map (K ∨  −k)∗ on jth
homotopy groups is an isomorphism for j¿ 1.
To see this, recall the homotopy cartesian square (∗) above. Since its upper right
corner is contractible, we obtain a long exact sequence of homotopy groups (which
are abelian because the S•-construction has an abelian H -group structure induced by
the coproduct)
· · · −→ Hj|hS•PN; [k]sfd (G)|
K∗−→ Hj|hS•PN; [k−1]sfd (G)|
(n◦◦k )∗−−−−→ Hj|hS•Csfd(G)|
−→ Hj−1|hS•PN; [k]sfd (G)|
K∗−→ · · ·
with maps induced by K and n ◦  ◦ k as indicated. But we have shown above that
the latter map have a section-up-to-homotopy, hence the long exact sequence gives rise
(for j¿ 1) to short exact sequences
0−→ Hj|hS•PN; [k]sfd (G)|
K∗−→Hj|hS•PN; [k−1]sfd (G)|
(n◦◦k )∗−−−−−→Hj|hS•Csfd(G)| −→ 0;
which are split by the map induced from  −k , i.e., for all j¿ 1 we have an isomorphism
of abelian groups
K∗ + ( −k)∗ :Hj|hS•PN; [k]sfd (G)| ⊕ Hj|hS•Csfd(G)|
∼=→ Hj|hS•PN; [k−1]sfd (G)|;
where “+” means the sum of group elements.
But the target is a homotopy group of an H -space. Hence the group structure is
induced from the H -space structure [7, I.6, Corollary 10], i.e., from the coproduct in
PN; [k−1]sfd (G). Consequently, the isomorphism K∗+( −k)∗ is the same map as (K∨ −k)∗.
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Lemma 4.4.4. Suppose S ⊆ Z contains n+1 successive integers. Then |hS•PN;Ssfd (G)|
is contractible. In particular; the map |hS•PNsfd(G)|→ |hSS•PNsfd(G)| is a homotopy
equivalence.
Proof. The second claim follows from the Drst by the Dbration theorem [10, 1.6.4].
For k¿ 0, let Ck denote the full subcategory of PN;Ssfd (G) generated by the objects Y
with k(Y )  ∗. These categories inherit the structure of categories with coDbrations
(f-coDbrations) and weak equivalences (h-equivalences).
Now |hS•C0|  ∗ since the map Y →∗ is a weak equivalence for all objects Y ∈C0.
Furthermore, suspension deDnes a map Ck+1→Ck which shows that the inclusion
Ck ⊆ Ck+1 induces a homotopy equivalence on S•-constructions. Hence the category
C∞:=
⋃∞
0 C
k has contractible S•-construction. We claim that P
N;S
sfd (G)=C
∞. By
deDnition of Ck , we have C∞ ⊆ PN;Ssfd (G). For the reverse inclusion, it suSces to
prove the following assertion: if Y is an object of PN;Ssfd (G), some Dnite suspension of
Y is acyclic (i.e., the map ‘(Y )→∗ is an h-equivalence for ‘¿ 0 large).
It is enough to consider ordered indexing sets N = [n]. We proceed by induction on
the dimension n. The statement is clear for n=0 (in which case P0sfd(G)=Csfd(G) and
= id). So assume we have shown the result for n− 1. Let Y ∈Pn;Ssfd . Fix j∈ [n], and
choose k ∈ S with k+1∈ S. The functors k and Nk are naturally isomorphic by Lemma
3.6.4(3), and the natural transformations @j and N@j (deDned in DeDnitions 3.6.5 and
3.6.6, respectively) correspond under this isomorphism. Hence Lemma 3.6.9 applies,
asserting the existence of a coDbration sequence
Nk(2(Y ))
N@j−→ Nk+1(2(Y ))−→ >j ◦ "j ◦ Nk+1(2(Y ));
which induces, by application of , a coDbration sequence of spaces
 ◦ Nk(2(Y ))→ ◦ Nk+1(2(Y ))→(>j ◦ "j ◦ Nk+1(2(Y )))
∼=  ◦ ( Nk+1 ◦ "j(2(Y )))
(we have used Lemma 3.7.2 and the fact that restriction commutes with twisting for
the last isomorphism). Since suspension commutes with restriction and global sections
(Remark 2.2.2(2)) all spaces in this sequence are simply connected. Furthermore, by
hypothesis on Y the Drst two spaces are contractible, hence so is the third, which
implies (by varying k) that the global sections of n successive twists of "j(2(Y )) are
contractible. In other words, the induction hypothesis applies to the object "j(2(Y )).
Thus we Dnd that some Dnite suspension of "j(2(Y )) is acyclic. Since twisting, sus-
pension, and restriction commute, this means that "j ◦ Nk+1(‘(Y ))  ∗ for some
‘¿ 2.
By Lemma 3.6.9, there is a coDbration sequence
Nk(‘(Y ))
N@j−→ Nk+1(‘(Y ))−→ >j ◦ "j ◦ Nk+1(‘(Y ))
whose last term is acyclic by what we have just shown. From the long exact sequence
in homology, applied componentwise, we infer that all components of N@j are weak
equivalences.
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Now suppose we have a non-empty set A ⊆ [n], and let m:=max(A). The A-
component of N@j is given by ‘(YA)
tj t−1m−−→‘(YA) which is a weak homotopy equiv-
alence by what we have shown above. This implies that all maps in the telescope
construction, Lemma 3.2.6(2), for ‘(YA)[t−1j ] are weak homotopy equivalences. Con-
sequently, the (G ∧MA)-equivariant inclusion of ‘(YA) into ‘(YA)[t−1j ] (the unit of
the adjunction described in Lemma 2.1.2(1), denoted s0, is a weak homotopy equiva-
lence.
Let  denote the inclusion A→A ∪ {j}. The [-type structure map Nk(‘(Y ))[ is
given by the composite
‘(YA)
s0−→ ‘(YA)[t−1j ]
Nk (
‘(Y ))]−−−−−→‘(Y )A∪{j}:
The second map is a weak equivalence since Nk(‘(Y )) is a locally coDbrant sheaf
(Corollary 3.3.4), and s0 is a weak equivalence by the above argument. Hence
Nk(‘(Y ))[ is a weak homotopy equivalence.
This argument applies for all j∈ [n]. Thus all [-type structure maps in Nk(‘(Y ))
(away from the initial vertex) are weak homotopy equivalences. By Lemma 2.2.4, we
conclude that Nk(‘(Y )) has contractible components since  ◦ Nk(‘(Y ))  ∗.
Theorem 4.4.5. Suppose N is a non-empty ,nite set with n+ 1 elements; and G is a
topological monoid with zero which is co,brant as an object of kTop∗. The map
n∨
k=0
 −k :Csfd(G)× · · · × Csfd(G)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1 factors
→PNsfd(G)
induces an equivalence on S•-constructions with respect to h-equivalences and hence
a weak homotopy equivalence
Asfd(∗; G)× · · · × Asfd(∗; G)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1 factors
→|hS•PNsfd(G)|;
where Asfd denotes the version of Waldhausen’s algebraic K-theory of spaces functor
using stably ,nitely dominated spaces. In other words: the algebraic K-theory of
G-equivariant non-linear projective N -space decomposes naturally as a product of
n+ 1 copies of Asfd(∗; G).
Proof. The map can be written as the composite
Csfd(G)n+1
∗×idn+1−−−→ PN; [n]sfd (G)× Csfd(G)n+1
(K∨ −n)×idn−−−−−−→ PN; [n−1]sfd (G)× Csfd(G)n
(K∨ −n+1)×idn−1−−−−−−−−−→ · · ·
(K∨ −1)×id−−−−−→ PN; [0]sfd (G)× Csfd(G)
K∨ 0−−→ PNsfd(G);
which induces an equivalence on S•-constructions by Lemmas 4.4.4 and 4.4.3.
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Since k0 is an equivalence of categories, we see that for any k0 ∈Z the map
n∨
k=0
 k0−k :Csfd(G)× · · · × Csfd(G)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1 factors
→PNsfd(G)
induces an equivalence on S•-constructions with respect to h-equivalences.
Corollary 4.4.6. Let k0 ∈Z be any integer. The map
( ◦ −k0 ;  ◦ −k0+1; : : : ;  ◦ −k0+n) :PNsfd(G)→Csfd(G)n+1
induces an equivalence on S•-constructions with respect to h-equivalences.
Proof. The composite map f:= ◦ ( ◦ −k0 ;  ◦ −k0+1; : : : ;  ◦ −k0+n) ◦
∨n
k=0  k0−k
is given, up to homotopy, by the matrix
n+1 0 0 0 : : : 0
? n+1 0 0 : : : 0
? ? n+1 0 : : : 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
? : : : : : : ? n+1

;
where ? means “don’t care”, and 0 denotes null-homotopic maps (we have used Corol-
lary 3.7.4 to identify the terms on the diagonal, and Corollary 3.7.5 for the zero entries).
More precisely, this means that the map induced on homotopy groups is described by
the above matrix. But since  induces a homotopy equivalence on S•-constructions,
the matrix is invertible (on the level of homotopy groups). Hence the map f induces
a weak homotopy equivalence, hence so does the map of the corollary.
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